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On the Home Front
We launched our attack on the high
cost of living—inflation to the econo
mists—in three v/aves. On May 11 we
clamped a ceiling on the prices of almost
everything we eat, wear, and use at the
manufacturing and wholesale levels. On
May 18 we extended this ceiling to cover
commodity prices at the retail level.
This week we stretched it over the prices
of most consumer services. In less than
two months, then, we have set our eco
nomic house in order—won the first"
battle in our fight to avert economic
chaos.
$5,000,000,000 a year for
coDsumer services
Price control of consumer services Is
important to everybody. The American
people spend upwards of $5,000,000,000 a
year in nearly 1,000,000 shops and stores
on such services and the fact that they
are being brought under control will go
a long way toward stabilizing the budgets
of 33,000,000 American families.
"Consumer service" is a fancy term for
something which is a part of our daily
living. Every time you have your shoes
shined or your suit pressed or your watch
fixed you are buying a consumer service.
When you put your automobile in a
parking lot or send your clothes to the
laundry or have a roll of film developed
you are getting a consumer service.
There are a thousand-and-one consximer
services which add to our enjoyment of
life—and tap our pocket books.
Fewer sew goods, more repairs
Under the terms of the Office of Price
Administration's order, tradesmen can
not charge more for most consumer serv
ices than in the month of March. It's
important to remember, however, that
price control extends only to service ren
dered in connection with a commodity.
That exempts work done by dentists, for
example, or barbers or hairdressers—but
It includes services rendered by the
undertaker.
One of the most important types of
service covered by the ceiling are repair
services. As time goes on and new con
sumer goods vanish from the shelves we
are going to call on the repair man at
more frequent intervals. We will then be
grateful that the cost of repairing auto
mobiles, electrical appliances, furniture,
luggage, and a host of other things has
been stabilized.
The mobilization of manpower for
maximum setvice at the front, in the
factory, and on the farm is going to oc
cupy our attention for many months to
come. The War Manpower Commission
already has taken some big strides
toward the goal and took additional steps
last week. Commission Chairman Paul
V. McNutt issued eight directives to the
r.CPRINTlNG PERMISSIBLE
Requests have been received for
permission to reprint "On the Home
Front" in whole or in part. This
column, like all other material in
Victory, may be reprinted without
special permission. If excerpts are
Used, the editors ask only that they
be taken in such a way that their
original meaning is preserved.
U. S. Employment Service, the War Pro
duction Board, the Selective Service Sys
tem and the Department of Agriculture
designed to "promote effective mobiliza
tion and utilization of the Nation's man
power." These agencies were allotted a
specific task in the program to make cer
tain that healthy young men without spe
cial skills go into the fighting forces, that
the skilled mechanic of middle years stays
at his lathe and that trained farm work
ers remain in the fields. A Democracy
engaged in total war carmot tolerate mis
fits, malingerers or madcaps on any
front.
Many skilled workers unemployed
Mr. McNutt attacked another man
power problem last week—that of the
temporary unemployment of skilled and
semiskilled workers caused by the shut
ting down of nonessential civilian indus
tries. He conferred with Governor Leh
man of New York, Mayor LaGuardia of
New York City and Donald M. Nelson,
chairman of WPB, over the situation in
New York City, where nearly 400,000 men,
many of them highly skilled, are idle
at the very time when we need the high
est production in our history. Much of
this unemployment is due to the shut
down of nonessential civilian industry—
but men—and plants, too—must be con
verted to the work of war.
Training program for Negroes
The vital stake of America's 13,000,000
Negroes in the fight for freedom has been
emphasized by creation of a Negro Man
power Service within the War Manpower
Commission. Under the direction of Dr.
7
Robert C. Weaver, an expert on Negro
employment, the Service will carry out a
program of training and placement of
colored workers. The unhappy race dis
criminations of peacetime are fast dis
appearing.
Campaign launched to save trucks
Transportation must not be a bottle
neck if men and materials are to move
to far-fiung fronts in sufficient quantities
to defeat the Axis. Highly-trained sol
diers waiting In cantonments, finished
weapons piling up on steamship docks,
are of no value on the battlefield. The
Office of Defense Ti-ansportation has
opened a new offensive on the trans
portation front with the formation of a
"U. S. Truck Conservation Corps." This
corps will enlist the owners and drivers
of our 5,000,000 motortrucks and thou
sands of others who service and supply
them In a Nation-wide campaign to save
their machines and their tires. The
President opened the offensive, saying
that "it has become the patriotic duty
of every truck operator in America to help
in every possible way to make his truck
and tires last longer." Our trucks, like
our passenger cars, and our trains, must
last for the duration.
Enemy-owned | ^tents seized
Automobile sraveyards yielded more
than 383.253 tons of scrap metal in May.
10 percent more than in April and 100
percent more than the monthly rate in
1941. . . Last summer's aluminum collec
tion drive resulted in the recovery of
6.398.051 pounds, only 42'/2 percent of the
amount expected .. . Several million ad
ditional pounds of honey have been made
available as a substitute for sugar in bak
ery goods, Ice cream, candy and soft
diinks . . . And beekeepers have been
encouraged to produce more honey by a
WPB order increasing the output of
wooden beehives.
Your landlord has not been prohibited
from repainting or redecorating your
apartment If It constitutes normal "main
tenance or repair" . . . Enemy-owned
patents seized by the U. S. Alien Prop
erty custodian cover a wide variety of
machines and processes—among on®
group of more than 750 seized last week
were patents for coal mine conveyors,
automatic drills for use in airplane con
struction, oil refining processes, and
chemical compounds . . . the patents
were owned by German, Italian, Japa
nese. and Hungarian corporations and
individuals . . . WPB has amended its
regulations to expedite the piping of gas,
water and electricity to thousands of war
housing units . . .
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manpower ...
U. S. agencies concerned with various
aspects of manpower given specific
tasks in 8 directives issued by McNutt
War Ma^. awer Commissioner Paul V.
McNutt June 25 issued eight directives
to "promote effective mobilization and
, utilization of the Nation's manpower."
To channel manpower where needed
The directives are addressed to Fed
eral agencies concerned with various as
pects of manpower, including the War
Production Board, the Selective Service
System, and the U. S. Employment Serv
ice. Collectively, these directives con
stitute a program to coordinate informa
tion regarding manpower supply and to
channel available manpower where it is
needed—in war industry and in agricul
ture.
Employment Servicehas primary role
Pour of the directives are addressed to
the U. S. Employment Service, making
clear the primary role which that agency
is tq play in all-out n^'" " ation alC-.
the homtf^^'un'C; -
Tbe employment service la directed to pre
pare and maintain lists of essential activi
ties end occupations, as well as lists of occu
pations In which Ehonages exist. It is di
rected to analyze and classify occupational
questionnaires distributed by the Selective
Service System, to interview individuals with
skills In critical war occupations, and to
refer such Individuals to Job openings in war
production. The U. S. Employment Service
is further Instructed to aUevlate critical war
production shortages by making preferential
referrals of workers to war industry employ
ers la order of priority, and to enlarge its
activities so as to insure an adequate supply
of agricultural workers.
Data on job priorities from WPB
The plan by which a system of job pri
orities is established will be buttressed
by information supplied by the War Pro
duction Board. The board is charged, in
Mr. McNutt's directive to it. with the task
of furnishing the War Manpower Com
mission "current information with re
spect to the relative importance, in con
nection with the maintenance and effec
tuation of the national war supply pro
gram, of filling job openings in plants,
factories or other facilities . .
Selective Service to collaborate
WPB, in securing this information, may
seek the aid of the War and Navy depart
ments, the Maritime Commission, the
Department of Agriculture, the Army and
Navy Munitions Board, "and such other
departments and agencies as it may deem
appropriate."
The directive to the Director of Selec
tive Service calls for "close collaboration"
between the Selective Service System and
the U. S, Employment Service to the end
that persons engaged in essential war
activities are temporarily deferred from
military training and service and that
individuals not now engaged in essential
activities, but who are qualified for such
occupations, be afforded "reasonable op
portunity" to become so engaged.
Housing of transient farm workers
Two of the directives, addressed to the
Secretary of Agriculture and to "certain
Government agencies" respectively, con
cern the housing and transportation of
the additional transient agricultural
workers essential to this summer's "Pood
for Victory" harvest.
The Secretary of Agriculture is in
structed to gather information regarding
housing facilities in areas which will
require nonlocal agricultural workers and
tr make certain that additional labor
camp facilities are established where
necessary.
Transportation needs coordinated
The transportation directive calls on
the U. S, Employment Service, the De
partment of Agriculture and "any other
department or agency having informa
tion concerning workers transferring to,
moving between or engaged in essential
activities" to transmit information re
garding transportation needs to the Office
of Defense Transportation. Under the
Executive order by which ,it was estab
lished, the ODT is responsible for assur
ing adequate transportation facilities for
war workers.
Other provisions
The directive to the U. S. Employment
Service establishing priorities in recruit
ment of war industry workers and that
dealing with recruitment of transient
agricultural workers both safeguard the
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workers' interests from the point of view
of wages and working conditions.
The "Placement Priorities Directive"
provides that the employment service
may except from the priority provision
an employing establishment in which
"wages and conditions of work are not at
least as advantageous to a worker re
ferred to a job opening therein as those
prevailing for similar establishments In
the industrial area." And the "Directive
to Expedite the Recruitment and Place
ment of Essential Agricultural Workers"
provides that the service shall not recruit
agricultiu-al workers for "any agricultural
employment in which the wages or condi
tions of work are less advantageous to
the worker than those prevailing for
similar work in the locality."
★ ★ ★
Weaver named director of new
Negro manpower division
Chairman Paul V. McNutt June 20
announced establishment within the War
Manpower Commission of a Negro Man
power Service to work for the full utiliza.
tion of Negroes in the training and em
ployment phases of the war production
program. Dr. Robert C. Weaver has been
appointed director of the new division
which will operate under Arthur J. Alt-
meyer, executive director of the War
Manpower Commission.
★ ★ ★
Second Arkansas site selected
for Japanese evacuees
Nearly 8,000 acres of potentially pro
ductive Mississippi Delta land in Chicot
and Drew Coimties. Arkansas, near Je
rome will be cleared and brought under
cultivation by Japanese evacuees from
the Pacific Coast military zone, the War
Relocation Authority announced June 26.
Ninthin national program
The new Delta relocation site is the
second war-duration work center for
West Coast evacuees to be selected in
Arkansas and the ninth in the national
relocation program. Others are situated
in the eastern part of California and In
Arizona, Idaho, Wyoming, and Colorado.
Jane 30, 1942 ★ VICTORY ★
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May machine tool production
up 80 percent over 1941
The value of new machine tools,
presses, and other metal-working ma
chinery shipped during May was $118,-
500,000, 80 percent more than the same
month last year, it was announced June
26 by the War Production Board.
Price cut on aluminum products
postponed to August 1
Reductions in prices of fabricated alu
minum products previously scheduled by
the OPA to take effect July 1, have been
postponed until August 1, Price Admin
istrator Henderson announced June 26.
Training of war workers pushed
byjoint committees, saysMcNutt
Joint management-labor committees
are operating effectively to push the
training programs for essential war pro
duction woikers, Paul V. McNutt, Chair
man of the War Manpower Commission,
said June 29 in reviewing apprenticeship
training results during the past 6 months.
"Joint committees, particularly ap
prenticeship committees, which repre
sent management and labor have been
most effective in shaping policies for gen
eral training programs to be conducted
in the plants." Mr. McNutt pointed out.
A 6 months' progress report of the ap
prenticeship section submitted to Mr.
McNutt as a result of the recent transfer
to the Federal Security Agency from the
Department of Labor, reported the train
ing of more than 500,000 war workers,
which helped solve 97,000 In-plant train
ing problems in war industries.
Mr. McNutt urged immediate expan
sion of in-plant training programs. "In
creased production is paramount now,"
he said. "All-round workers are needed
not only for supervisors and foremen for
the tremendously expanded labor supply
in war production plants, but they are
needed, too, as lead, set-up and quarter-
men and for Installation, maintenance
and repair work. . .
★ ★ ★
Coloradosteel firmgranted
relief on Lend-Lease shipments
Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation,
of Denver. Colo., has been granted per
mission to pass on to the buyer a larger
shai'e of heavy freight costs on shipments
of iron and steel products to the Eastern
seaboard for the account of the Lend-
Lease Administration, Price Administra
tor Henderson announced June 26.
Such shipments, the Administrator ex
plained. go far beyond this company's
usual market area.
In Order No. 14 under Revised Price
Schedule No. 6 on iron and steel prod
ucts, effective June 30, 1942, Colorado
Fuel and Iron is permitted on sales for
Lend-Lease account to charge maximum
Chicago basing point prices, freight on
board, Minnequa, Colorado.
Order No. 14 extends to Lend-Lease
shipments of all types of products by the
company the same transportation cost
relief granted it last month on a Lend-
Lease shipment to the Eastern seaboard




Steel Workers' demand for dollar-a-day
increase, union security analyzed as Board
gets "Little Steel" fact-finding report
William H. Davis, chairman of the
National War Labor Board, June 30,
made public the report of the Board's
fact-finding panel in the wage and union
security dispute between four "Little
Steel" companies and the United Steel-
workers of America, CIO. A public hear
ing before the full board is scheduled for
this week.
The fact-finding panel, which is com
posed of Arthur S. Meyer, chairman of
the New York State Board of Mediation,
representing the public; Cyrus S. Ching.
vice president of the U. S. Rubber Co..
representing employers: and Richard T.
Prankensteen, director of Aircraft Or
ganization, United Automobile Workers
of America, CIO, representing labor, and
assisted by Sidney A. Wolff, New York at
torney, submitted its report to the Board
after four and one-half months of hear
ings and study. The panel has con
densed over 2,500 pages of testimony and
hundreds of exhibits, including scores of
complicated economic and financial
charts, down to a report of 67 pages.
The panel was not asked to make rec
ommendations to the Board but "to de-
]3ne and investigate the issues in dispute
between the parties" and to "submit to
the Board its findings of fact."
The dispute concerns the union's de
mands for a wage increase of $1 a day.
Union security and check-off, and, in the
case of the Republic Steel Corporation
and th'e Bethlehem Steel Company, a de
mand for a minimum wage guarantee.
The other two companies are the Youngs-
town Sheet and Tube Company and the
Inland Steel Company. The union rep
resents 157,000 employees of the four
companies.
HIGHLIGHTS OP FINDINGS
If any wage increase is granted by the
Board in this case, it will be made retro
active to the date of certification of the
case, In accordance with an interim
order of the Board issued April 24. The
cases were certified at different dates,
between February 6 and 10.
Briefly summarized, the highlights of
the panel's findings are as follows:
1. "The panel fiuds that all four companies
are able to pay the requested wsge increase
of ei a day."
a. "Profit taxes repceaent the Governmeat's
opinion of the extent to which the Govern
ment should share In the net profits of busi
ness after all other expenses including labor
costs, have been deducted. To propose that
wages should be affected by profit taxes. Is
to propose that labor's return should be con
ditioned by the Government's Impost on in
dustry."
The companies' earnings before Pfderal
profit taxes are ample and represent the
proper criterion of ability to pay. the panel
pointed out. The panel also pointed out,
however, that the companies would pay only
a small part of any increased labor costs—
ll'/i percent under the Treasury profits tax
proposal and 6 percent under the Ways and
Means proposal. The balance would cost
the companies nothing, since It would come
out of a decrease in taxes.
3. "The panel finds that if a wage Increase
otherwise proper, is withheld because of its
effect on governmental revenues per se, such
withholding would involve an unauthorized
tax on workers."
4. The panel found that in March 1941,
the month before the steel wage increase
last year, the hourly earnings in the durable
goods industries were 12% less than they
were in the steel Industry. During the past
year, this relationship has changed so that
for the year 1942 the panel estimates the
hourly earnings In durable goods will be only
7.9% less than steel, a shift of 4.1%.
In March 1911, the hourly earnings in
all manufacturing industries were 20% less
than steel, whereas, for the year 1942 they
are estimated to be only 17.2% less, a shift
of 2.8%.
The panel estimates an even greater shift
In the relationships, when calculated on a
weekly basis. Its figures show that in March
1941, the weekly earnings in durable goods
were 4.2% less than the weekly earnings in
steel, whereas for the year 1942 durable goods
wUl be 7.8% above steel, a shift of 12%.
In March 1941, the weekly earnings in all
manufacturing were 16.6% below steel,
whereas, for the year 1942 they will be only
7.5% below, a shift of 9,1%.
5. The panel's estimates have been made
on the assumption that there will be no In
crease either in wage rates or in hours of
work after the month of May 1943. The
panel, however, has drawn attention to the
fact that it is highly probable that hours
of work will continue to increase throughout
the year, except in steel. Steel is a three-
shift industry working at capacity and there
is no elasticity for Increase of hours. The
fairly stable weekly hours worked In steel
and the continually Increasing hours in dur
able goods and all manufacturing have ac
counted In great degree, according to the
panel, for the shift in relationships which
have occurred during the past year,
6. "The panel further finds that a greater
weight is normally given to hourly earnings
because hourly earnings fix costs and because
it is proper that the worker should be paid
according to the extent of his labor . , .
Weekly earnings should be given more than
their usual weight in the present determi
nation of a Just wage for the steelworkers."
The panel also found that the comparisons
between steel and durable goods and steeWand
all manufacturing are pertinent, though the
former is more to the point. It also found
that "contrasts between present comparative
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relations of Industries and past comparative
relations are pertinent though not con
trolling."
7. "The panel finds that from March, 1941.
to March. 1942, the cost of living for steel
towns advanced 14%; average weekly earn
ings in the steel industry advanced approxi
mately 13.1%, and average hourly earnings
advanced approximately 14.6%."
The panel then compared the changes in
the cost of living which had taken place since
the general steel wage increase in April,
1941. with the changes in weekly earnings
since April, 1941, and concluded;
"The panel believes that weekly earnings
are the proper criterion for measuring the
impact of rising living costs and therefore
finds that the buying power of the earnings
of the steel worker has decreased approxi
mately 13.3% since the last general change
of wage rates in the steel industry."
8. "Inland has said that in the past. In
creases in steel wages spread like wildfire
throughout the other industries in the coun
try and that the same thing would happen
again . . . The panel believes that general
economic conditions are the principal cause
of changes In wage rates, rather than any
specific change In a particular Industry. . . .
"It is clear that the national money In
come shares importance with the consumer's
pie, and that, though the latter will shrink,
the former will grow. To ask labor to accept
less than its proportionate share of the Na
tion's money Income in order to prevent labor
from acquiring too much pie leaves out of
account that money has value even when It
must be saved."
9. "Inland and Youngstown are either
presently complying with or are willing to
comply with" the union's request for a mini
mum dally wage guarantee. "Granting the
request would Involve no direct additional
cost to the companies."
10. "The functions of this union. In par
ticular, are today of vital significance and Its
maintenance Is socially desirable . . . Union
security. In the form of maintenance of mem
bership, united with the checkoff would—
(a) make shop conditions more peaceful by
diminishing friction and eliminating the so
licitation of dues, (b) reduce the cost of
dues' collecton and benefit the union ac
cordingly. (c) release the time of imlon offi
cials and thus permit frequent contact with
both union membership and management
addressed to the elimination of grievances
and to a concerted effort to achieve maxi
mum production."
Cyrus Ching dissents from this finding be
cause "he does not believe union maintenance
should be Imposed In these cases". Richard
T. Frankensteen dissents because "he finds
the facts in these cases warrant . . . the
union shop". The panel was unanimous on
everything except this issue.
Other excerpts from the report
1. The United Steelworkers of America has
contracts with firms producing 60% of the
total tonnage of the entire steel industry
covering more than 600,000 employees,
does not include the four companies Involved
in this case, which produce about 32% of
the total tonnage.
2. The union's dues are $1 a month. The
initiation fee is $3. The xmion has never
levied special asses-sments.
3. The union was designated the sole col
lective bargaining agent in the plants of the
four companies In the summer and fall of
1941 when It won National Labor Beiations
Board elections in Bethlehem by a majority
of 70% and showed the NLRB by a check oX
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union membership records that between 70%
and 75% of the eligible employees In the
other three companies were members oi the
union.
The wage demand
4. The union bases Its demand for a geiio
eral wage Increase of $1 a day on the follow
ing arguments:
"(1) The steel worker has not received
his share of the savings through in
creased productive efficiency In the steel
Industiy.
"(2) The wages of the steel worker are
Inadequate when Judged by standards of
health and decency.
"(3) Tlie companies are able to pay the
increase demanded.
"(4) Comparable wages Justify the
demand.
"(5) The change in tlie cost of living
Justifies the demand."
5. "The panel finds that the union cannot
ground a demand for a wage increase on the
reallocation of savings tlirough Increased pro
ductive efficiency in the steel Industry."
6. "The average annual income of steel
workers was $1,926.72 in the year 1941 . . .
The panel finds that the iinlon has not sus
tained its contention that wages in the steel
Industry are Inadequate when Judged by
standards of health and decency."
Ability of the companies to pay
7. The $1 a day increase would cost Beth
lehem. $23,000,000: Republic. 616,500,000;
Youngstown, 84,700,000; Inland. $3,300,000,
The 1941 earnings of the four companiea
before Federal profit taxes were: Bethlehem,
•119,758,000; Republic, $70,288,000; Youngs
town, $37,624,000; Inland, $38,079,000.
8. If the union receives the $1 a day in
crease. the 1942 earnings of the companies
prior to Federal profit taxes would be In
round figures as follows: Bethlehem, $90,000,-
000; Republic, $50,000,000; Youngstown, $30.-
000,000; Inland, 630.000,000.
"It will be noted that in each case the fig
ure is substantially greater than any year in
the 1931-1940 decade, and is in the case of
Bethlehem over 6 times, Republic over 13
times. Youngstown over 20 times and In
land over 3 times the average annual earn
ing for the period."
Comparative wages
10. "The panel finds that for the year 1942
hourly earnings in the steel industry will
be greater than hourly earnings in durable
goods and greater still than hourly earnings
in all manufacturing but In both cases the
percentage difference will be less than it was
in the past."
11. "The panel finds that for the year
1942 weekly earnings in durable goods will
probably be substantially greater than weekly
earnings in the steel industry whereas in
March 1941, they were slightly less. Weekly
earnings in all manufacturing will probably
be in the neighborhood of weekly earnings
of steel workers, whereas. In March 1941,
they were substantially less."



























"The month of March 1941 will be
chosen for comparison because that was
★ VICTORY ★
the month preceding the steel wage in
crease of April 1941."





























{The two above tables are quoted verbatim trom the
report.)
Cost of living
12. "The wage rates in the steel Industry
advanced ten cents an hour on April 1. 1941.
Giving effect to this advance, the Panel fui"-
ther finds that:
"(d) Prom April 1941 to March 1042, the
cost of living in steel towns advanced 13.3%.
"(e) Over the same interval, average weekly
earnings in the steel industry decreased a
fraction of 1%.
"(f) Over the same interval, average hourly
earnings In the steel industry advanced ap
proximately 3.2%."
13. "On the presumption that the present
policies of price freezing of most goods, ra
tioning of scarce goods and control of rents
In defense areas will continue and prove
effective, and solely on the basis of the ma
terial in the record, the Panel has allowed
nothing for increases of living costs after
March 15, 1942."
Inflation
14. "The Panel further finds that the coun
try is committed to fighting inflation on a
seven point front, that one of the seven
points is the stabilization of wages and that
every wage increase has an inflationary effect
proportionate to its size and base."
"The 'national income' represents the total
sum distributed to individuals plus a sum
which represents business savings. It Is.
therefore, the whole dividend of the Nation
after the subtraction of depreciation and
corporate taxes. For the years 1939 to 1941,
the total compensatloii of employees has
represented between 68% and 68";^% of the
national Incom;. Labor's proportion has, in
other words, remained practically constant.
An important shift in the allocation of the
national income would, at this time. Justly
cause concern. . .
"It is clear that the national money in
come shares importance with the consumer's
pie and that, though the latter will shrink,
the former will grow. To ask labor to accept
less than its proportionate share of the Na
tion's money income In order to prevent
labor from acquiring too much pie leaves out
of account that money has value even when
it must be saved.
"The Panel does not, however. Intend to
imply that a technique of forced savings can
properly be worked out in the course of ad
justing labor disputes."
Minimum wage guarantee
15- Many workers (50% of Bethlehem's;
20% of Republic's) are paid on a piece-rate
or Incentive basis, rather than solely on an
hourly rate basis. Some days their piece-
rate earnings do not equal the guaranteed
minimum hourly wage multiplied by the
number of hours worked. Other days they
earn more than the guaranteed minimum.
Bethlehem and Republic guarantee these
workers that their daily wage will equal the
minimum when averaged over the pay period,
which varies from one to two weeks. The
union requests that they pay the guaranteed
minimum as of each day. Youngstown and
Inland are either complying with the union's
request or are willing to comply.
16. The panel finds that; "TTie workers de
sire the change requested. The union repre
sents the employees and its word should be
accepted as to their wishes. Granting the
request would Involve no direct additional
cost to the companies." Since no wage in
crease is Intended, there is no reason for
retroactive adjustment, the panel found.
If the Board grants the union's request
the panel suggests that the Bethlehem and
Republic companies negotiate with the union
regarding any changes that need to be made
In the Incentive, tonnage, or piece-work rates,
"on the assumption that the companies will
have to bear no direct, additional cost, and
that the steel workers' pay for performing a
given quantity and type of work shall not be
decreased."
★ * ★
Sellers of motor fuel at
service stations given
price adjustment privilege
Sellers of motor fuel, including Diesel
fuel, at service stations are given the
same privilege of asking for maximum
price adjustments as sellers of other
commodities, in Amendment No. 31 to
Maximum Price Regulation No. 137
(Motor Fuel Sold at Service Stations),
issued June 26 by Price Administrator
Henderson. The amendment was effec
tive June 30.
The amendment was issued because,
when Temporary Procedural Regulation
No. 2 was Issued to guide applications for
adjustment under the general maximum
price regulation, it was so phrased that
it was inapplicable to the service station
regulation.
★ ★ ★
Drive for scrap rubber
continued 10 days
by the President
President Roosevelt on June 29 called
for a 10-day extension of the scrap rub
ber diive. He was advised that a great
amount of scrap could still be gleaned.
As the whirlwind national rubber cam
paign went into its second week June 22,
Lessing J. Rosenwald, chief of the
WPB's Bm-eau of Industrial Conserva
tion, issued a special appeal asking mem
bers of over 12,000 local salvage com
mittees to redouble their efforts to bring
in as much scrap rubber as po.ssible.
★ VICTORY ★
PRICE ADMINISTRATION .
Ceiling put on charges for consumer
services of million U. S. businessmen
Price Administrator Leon Henderson
June 23 transferred all consumer serv
ices connected with commodities—from
shoe shining to watch repairing—from
the general maximum price regulation
and placed them under a separate ceil
ing with provisions to meet the distinct
price control problems involved.
In Maximum Price Regulation No.
165—Consumer Service, effective July
1—the Price Administrator set the high
est prices charged last March by each
individual seller as a wartime ceiling
over consumer services for which the
American public pays more than $5,000,-
000,000 yearly.
The new regulation completes the
over-all price ceiling program that be
gan when President Roosevelt outlined
his seven-point anti-inflation drive in a
special message to Congress.
"Services to the ultimate consumer are
a special problem in the field of price
control," Mr. Henderson stated.
"The new regulation does not change
in any way the main objectives of the
Office of Price Administration, which are
to stabilize the cost of living under war
time conditions at levels reflected in the
highest prices charged for commodities
and services during March 1942.
1,000,000 establishments affected
"Estimates place the number of estab
lishments supplying tlie consumer serv
ices covered by today's order at nearly
1,000,000. While the prices of some so-
ca'led wholesale services are controlled
by the new regulation, for the most part
it applies directly to services sold at re
tail and hence affects the budget of
every family."
The genera] maximum price regula
tion estabhshed each seller's highest
March prices as a ceiling for practically
every article and service sold in the
United States at all levels of selling—
producer, manufacturer, wholesaler, and
retailer. The only exceptions important
to the average family's cost of living
were a limited number of food commodi
ties and various personal and profes
sional services exempt from any control
by OPA under the Emergency Price Con
trol Act of 1S42.
By its different effective dates, the
general regulation. In effect, divided the
over-all price control program Into three
main parts:
First came the ceiling of May 11. which
applied to all sales of services and commod
ities at the manufacturing and wholesale
level.
Second was the ceiling of May 18. applying
to all sales of commodities at retail.
The third phase, effective as of July X,
applied to sales of services at retail.
"Wholesalers" included in order
While retail sales of services are the
focal point of the third regulation, the
new order goes beyond the retail level
by defining a "consumer service" as "any
service when sold to an ultimate con
sumer other than an industrial or com
mercial user, whether sold directly or
through any other person to such ulti
mate consumer, or integrated with fur
ther servicing sold to the person wfth
whom such ultimate consumer con
tracts." The phrase "integrated with fur
ther servicing" brings within the scope
of the new regulation such operations as
wholesale dry cleaning on behalf of a
tailor shop—whether or not the whole
sale dry cleaner or the tailor presses the
garment being "serviced."
Outstanding features
Outstanding features of the new con
sumer service regulation include;
1. The automatic licensing on July 1 of all
persons covered. No physical evidence of li
cense is issued, but all sellers of the consumer
services covered, are nonetheless licensed and
subject to OPA action for revocation in the
event of violations.
2. A provision permitting sellers of sea
sonal services—rental of beach equipment at
a summer resort, for example—to determine
their maximum prices by (a) taking the
highest price charged in the corresponding
season of 1941 and (b) adding an amount
arrived at by multiplying that price by the
percentage Increase in the cost of living be
tween last season and March 1942. A table
showing these percentage Increases is part
of the regulation.
3. Provision for prompt adjustment upward
of the March ceiling prices of any seller of
consumer service who can prove he is suffer
ing substantial hardship because bis top
prices do not reflect cost Increases between
February 1 and April 27. 1942, and that
continuance of his service is threatened.
Copies of Maximum Price Regulation
No. 165, Consumer Service, may be ob
tained by writing Distribution Section,
Office of War Information. Social Se
curity Building, Washington, D. C.
June 30, 1942
Henderson denounces splitting
of iron, steel orders into near
carloads to get higher prices
Selling of iron and steel products in
quantities just under carload weight with
the view of obtaining the higher prices
permitted for less-than-carload ship
ments is an evasion of Revised Price
Schedule No. 49 on such products.
Price Administrator Henderson warned.
"Revised Price Schedule No. 49 pro
vides that mill carload prices shall be
charged for straight carloads sold out of
warehouse stock," said Mr. Henderson.
"The schedule establishes 40,000 pounds
as a minimum carload shipment on Iron
and steel products with the exception of
rails, where a minimum carload lot is
56,000 pounds.
"Splitting of orders into near carload
shipments, or encouraging customers to
place orders for not over 39,999 pounds
with the intent of getting the higher
less-than-carload price is an evasion . . .
"The War Production Board now pro
hibits carload shipments from ware
houses, other than mixed cars, except on
certification. This is not to be con
strued. however, to mean, that the War
Production Board legislates generally
against shipments in carload quantity
from warehouses. They may exclude
specific shipments for specific reasons,
but it is their wish, along with the Office
of Price Administration, that a certified
carload shipment be made at proper car
load price as established by the Office of
Price Administration. . .
★ ★ *
Consumer service ceiling
explained to trade at meetings
A series of State and local meetings
designed to carry to proprietors of retail
service establishments information on
the application of the consumer service
maximum price regulation is planned by
the OPA.
The first of the series was held in
Washington June 25 when trade associa
tion representatives of close to 100,000
establishments supplying consumer serv
ices met with OPA officials.
The morning session was given over to
an explanation of the new regulation.
The afternoon session was devoted pri
marily to questions and answers on the
application of the regulation to particular
situations.
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Scope of new order on consumer services
The scope of the new order placing
ceilings on consumer sen/ices beginning
July 1 is explained by the following ques
tions and answers:
Q. What is the maximum price regu
lation for consumer services?
A. A separate price regulation placing
a ceiling on consumer services.
Q. What is a consumer service?
A. consumer service under the regu
lation "i a service rendered in connection
with a v'ommodity for the ultimate con
sumer such as the housewife, the motor
ist or the farmer. But consumer sei-vice
as used in this regulation does not in
clude an industrial or commercial serv
ice. the ceiling prices for which were set
by the General Maximum Price Regula
tion and became effective last May 11.
Examples of consumer services
Q. What are examples of consumer
services?
A. Laundry, dry-cleaning and shoe re
pairs are some of the most common serv
ices performed for consumers. Others
are the lubrication or repair of a private
passenger car, the developing and print
ing of amateur films, the repair and serv
icing of home radio sets and electrical
appliances, and the sharpening of house
hold knives and scissors.
Q. What are examples of industrial or
commercial services, which remain under
the general maximum price regulation?
A. The sponging and shrinking of
cloth after it has left the manufactmer
and before it has been sold for cutting
into garments; the services of a stevedor
ing company, and the warehousing of
products on the way from a mill to a
retail store.
Parkinglot chargesaffected
Q. Is the charge made by a parking lot
covered by the regulation?
A. Yes, an automobile is a commodity
and the storage of a commodity Is there
fore under the price ceiling.
Q. What are the maximum prices on
consumer services?
A. The highest prices which the sup
plier of the service charged in March
1942.
Q. Are prices on services standardized
by this regulation?
A. No, the regulation simply places a
ceiling for each establishment at the
highest price it charged for a service in
March 1942. But ceiling prices will vary
from .shop to shop just as uncontrolled
prices varied in March.
Q. May prices be charged below the
ceiling?
A. Yes, the regulation does no more
than place a top limit beyond which
prices cannot go.
Q. Some members of a chain of shoe-
repair shops during March made a special
rate of 75 cents for half-soling men's
shoes. Other members of the chain held
to the customary price of $1.00. What is
the ceiling price in these establishments?
A. The ceiling price has nothing to do
with the ownership of the store or service
business. The ceiling price is determined
for each separate establishment on the
basis of the highest price which it charged
for a service supplied during March. For
any stores which cut the price to 75 cents
during the entire month the ceiling is 75
cents. For those which sold as high as
$1.00, the ceiling is $1,00.
Professional services excluded
Q. Does the consumer service price
regulation put a ceiling on charges for
such personal services as haircuts and
manicures?
A. No, the definition of "service" in the
consumer service price regulation is
limited to those rendered in connection
with a commodity.
Ceiling on auto repairs
Q. What about the charges of a garage
for the repair of a private automobile?
Is there a celling on the rate for a stand
ard repair job, such as a motor tune-up?
A. Yes, if the garage in March made a
standard charge of, for example, $3 for
a motor tune-up, that is the highest price
the garage may charge for a motor
tune-up after July 1.
Q. Is any provision made for deter
mining the ceiling prices on seasonal
services (such as the sharpening of ice
skates) which are not generally ren
dered during March?
A. Yes. for such services the maximum
charge Is the highest charge made during
the last season, plus an adjustment for
the percentage increase in the cost of
living between the time of the last serv
ice and March 1942. A table of living
cost rises is included in the consumer
service regulation.
Aotomatically licensed
Q. What are the provisions about li
censes?
A. Every person selling a consumer
service is automatically licensed under
this regulation, and every new seller au
tomatically is licensed. There is no cer
tificate or other actual license, but the
seller is licensed nevertheless.
Q. What is the purpose of the license?
A. It is a method of enforcement. If
a seller, after a warning from CPA, vio- '
lates the regulation, a court of proper
jurisdiction may suspend the license for
as long as 12 months. Without a license
it is illegal to sell ser^'ices which are under
this regulation.
Q. Must a service establishment post
any ceiling prices in a manner similar to
the "cost-of-living" posting rules of the
general maximum price regulation?
A. No. the jegulation does not require
any sei-vice establishment to display a
list of the ceiling prices.
Q. But does not the consumer service
establishment have to make some list or
report of its ceiling prices?
A. Yes, every person supplying a con
sumer service over which this regulation
sets a price ceiling must prepare by Sep
tember 1 a complete list of the highest
prices he charged for all services he sup
plied during March for which prices were
regularly quoted in that month. This
report must also show any pricing meth
od regularly used in March, and all cus
tomary allowances and discounts.
* * ★
U. S. emergency purchases
excluded from GMPR
Purchases by the United States Gov
ernment for immediate delivery of any
commodity for which there is an emer
gency need are excluded from the general
maximum price regulation through an
amendment announced June 24 by Price
Administrator Henderson.
Originally Supplementary Regulation
No. 4 in exempting sales of armaments to
the Government from the general regu
lation, provided in addition for the ex
clusion of emergency purchases of goods
not exceeding $1,000 in value. Amea>.^
ment No. 5 to this supplementary regula
tion, effective June 30,1942, removes this
monetary limitation on such purchases.
The person making an emergency pur
chase on behalf of the United Stafces or
any of its agencies must file a report with
the Washington office of CPA certifying
that it was made in a situation in which
it was imperative to secure the com
modity immediately and in which it was
Impossible to secure or unfair to require.
Immediate delivery at the applicable
maximum price.
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Price regulations changed to make
them easier understood and enforced
A series of amendments to simplify the
application of the general maximum
price regulation were announced by
Price Administrator Leon Hendei-son.
The changes, none of which affects the
level of price ceilings, are contained in
Amendment No. 7 to the general maxi
mum price regulation and in Supplemen
tary Order No. 6, both effective June 25.
Chief points covered follow:
State and Federal taxes
The amendment rewrites tbe section on
Federal and State taxes to make clear that
a seller is required to absorb a tax onlj/ If,
during March 1942 be paid the tax and did
not pass it on when reselling the article on
whic^ he had paid the tax.
This section also permits a seller who ab
sorbed a tax in March to pass on an increase
in a tax effective after March provided tbe
amotmt of the increase is separately stated
from the selling price and provided tbe tax
law or ordinance does not prohibit tbe tax
from being passed OD.
Now the section, for example, will permit
a retailer to pass on to the consumer an
increase paid by tbe retailer In tbe cigarette
tax if the retailer separately states the actual
amount of the increase.
Price ceilings for disbibutors and jobbers
The definition of a "sale at wholesale" has
been changed to permit a person who buys
a commodity and resells it to an industrial
or commercial user without substantially
changing its form to use tbe method of a
wholesaler rather than of a manufacturer In
establishing bis celling prices.
Purchases by war procurement agencies
A section has been added to the over-all
price regulation eliminating war procurement
agencies and contracting and paying ofQcers
from liability to penalties for paying more
than celling prices. This enables contract
ing officers of tbe Army, Navy. Maritime
Commission and tbe Lend-Lease Section to
buy war materials without waiting to deter
mine whether the seller's prices were In con
formity with the general maximum price
regulation,
This change, however, in no way lifts the
price celling for tbe seller.
InstituUonal sales
A special category releases persons sell
ing cost-of-living commodities exclusively
to governmental agencies, or to religious,
educational, or charitable institutions,
institutions for the sick, deaf, blind, dis
abled, aged or insane, or any school, hos
pital or library from the rule requiring
them to display or report their ceiling
prices on cost-of-living commodities.
Mixed feed for animals
The definition of "mixed feed" for ani
mals has been rewritten so as to bring
under the general maximum price regu
lation mixed feed resulting from the mix
ing or blending of byproducts from a sin
gle vegetable, plant or other agricultural
product, including molasses, beet pulp,
and mixtures of cottonseed hulls and
meals.
Screenings—the materials removed in
cleaning grain or seeds—were also
brought under the regulation.
Clarifying earlier regulation
Although price ceilings established un
der the general maximum price regula
tion do not apply to commodities covered
by separate price regulations, the amend
ment makes clear that certain basic pro
visions of the general maximum price
regiUation apply to all OPA price regula
tions, unless the particular commodity
price regulation specifies to the contrary.
These provisions cover (a) the licens
ing and registration of wholesalers and
retailers, (b) the issuance of sales re
ceipts or slips, and (c) the posting and
reporting of ceiling prices on retail sales
of cost-of-living commodities.
Posting ceiling prices
To eliminate any conflict or overlapping
between the general maximum price reg
ulation and separate price regulations on
the posting of ceiling prices of cost-of-
living commodities, Supplementary Or
der No. 6 adjusts the posting require
ments of eight price regulations.
★ ★ ★
Ceilingadjusted on dead-burned
grain magnesite for 2 consumers
To insure an adequate supply of main
tenance grade dead-burned grain mag
nesite for the Vanadium Corporation of
America and the Mathieson Alkali Works,
Inc., Price Administrator Henderson has
granted permission to the Westvaco
Chlorine Products Corporation to in
crease its selling price for this commod
ity to $40.50 per ton in sales to these two
consumers.
The change in the maximum price,
which applies only to these two custo
mers and to shipments from Westvaco's
Patterson, California, plant, was effected
by Amendment No. 2 to Revised Piice
Schedule No. 75. The amendment be
came effective June 20.
The higher maximum price which
Westvaco Is permited to charge to these
two consumers will not result in an in
creased selling price for any of their
products, Mr, Henderson stated.
June 30, 1942
Adjustable pricing allowed on
contracts for steel castings
pending action on freight costs
To speed the Nation's war program.
Revised Price Schedule No. 41 has been
amended to allow foundries to apply for
permission to charge buyers of steel cast
ings the abnormal freight costs on ship
ments of castings directly related to the
war effort if such costs are occasioned
by unusual circumstances such as de
liveries beyond the normal shipping area.
Category of exceptions created
In order that the production of defense
material may not be impeded during the
time that such permission is being ob
tained. the schedule has further been
amended to permit the Price Adminis
trator to allow foundries to adjust their
prices on deliveries made during the
period their application is being consid
ered by OPA.
Formerly, adjustable pricing was per
missible only on contracts for steel cast
ings where delivery was not required
xmtil 6 months or more after date of
contract.
The changes have been effected
through Amendment No. 2 to Revised
Price Schedule No. 41, Steel Castings,
Price Administrator Henderson an
nounced June 22. The amendment be
came effective Juni 25.
"The amendmei f creates a category
of exceptions so that the Price Adminis
trator may permit a seller to charge
more than maximum prices in cases
where he would otherwise be forced to
absorb abnormally high transportation
costs resulting from dislocated tonnage
shipments needed for the emergency re





The War Production Drive committee
of the E. I. du Pont de Nemours plant at
Louisville, Ky,. gathers cartoon ideas
from workers in the plant and distributes
them in mimeograph. A recent picture
of a Jap with a hot-foot was captioned,
"We are not making foot powder, but
its good for de-feet of our enemies."
A drawing of an arrogant Nazi was cap
tioned, "How would you like to have him
for a shift supervisor?"
June 30, 1942
Rentspaid byroomers, boarders
in 20 defense-rental areas
ordered under Federal control
Rents paid by roomers and boarders
in 20 defense-rental areas were ordered
under Federal control, effective July 1. by
Price Administrator Henderson June 26.
These areas have been under Federal
regulation for housing accommodations
other than hotels and rooming bouses
since June 1.
Cuts ordered in Baltimore area
At the same time, the Price Adminis
trator issued regulations for the Balti
more, Md. defense-rental area, ordering
rents reduced to levels prevailing in Bal
timore on April 1, 1941. One regulation
for Baltimore covers hotels and rooming
houses, the other covers housing accom
modations other than hotels and rooming
houses. Both are effective July 1.
Under the regulations Issued for hotels
and rooming houses in the 20 defense-
rental areas, landlords are to register
the rooms they rent, or are offering for
rent, within 45 days of the effective date
of the regulation. That means this reg
istration is to be concluded by midnight
of August 15.
Rental properties which come under
the regulation for hotels and rooming
houses include: hotels, rooming houses,
boarding houses, dormitories, auto camps,
trailers, residence clubs, tourist homes or
cabins, and all other establishments of a
similar nature.
Excluded from this regulation are
rooms in hospitals, or rooms of chari
table or educational institutions used in
carrying out their charitable or educa
tional purposes.
Other provisions made in the regula
tion cover such points as: prohibitions;
minimum services; adjustments; restric
tions on removal of tenant; inspection:
evasion; enforcement; procedure; peti
tions for amendment; and definitions.
Areas affected
The 20 areas, in addition to Baltimore,
for which this regulation for hotels and
rooming houses applies, with the maxi
mum rent dates follow:
Bridgeport. Conn., April 1. 1941: Hartford-
New Britain. Conn., AprU 1, 1941; Waterbury,
Conn., April l, 1941; Schenectady. N. Y., April
1. 1841; Birmingham, Ala.. April 1, 1941; Mo
bile. Ala., April 1. 1941; Columbus, Ga„ Jan.
1, 1941; Wilmington, N. C.. April l, 1041;
Hampton Roads, Va.. area. AprU 1. 1941; De
troit. Mich.. April 1. 1941; AKron, Ohio. April
1, 1941; Canton. Ohio. April 1, 1941; Cleve
land. Ohio. July 1, 1941; Ravenna, Ohio, April
1. 1941; yciujgstown-WaiTen, Ohio, April 1.
1941; South Bend, Ind.. April l, 1941; Bur
lington, Iowa, Jan. 1, 1941; Wichita, Kans.,
July 1, 1941; San Diego, Calif., Jan. 1. 1941;
Puget Sound. Wash., area. AprU 1. 1941.
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OPA may act to cut rents July 1 in 60
more defense-rental areas in 30 States
Present indications are that the OPA
will act to reduce rents in 60 more
Defense-Rental Areas on July 1 by issu
ing maximum rent regulations. Price
Administrator Henderson said June 22.
Voluntary efforts not enough—Henderson
The areas under consideration for this
action embrace a population of 28 million
persons and include such cities as Chi
cago, Philadelphia. San Francisco. Pitts
burgh and Newark. The areas are scat
tered through 30 States.
"Demands for rental housing are
increasing everywhere," Mr. Henderson
said. "Voluntary efforts—good as they
have been to control the rent problem—
have not been effective enough. Our
defense workers—and that means every
one these days—must be protected from
soaring rents and threats of evictions.
Our investigations in Defense-Rental
Areas are continuous, and we will act
wherever necessary and whenever
necessary."
For the 60 areas under consideration,
the Price Administrator made recom
mendations as to stabilizing rents on
April 28. giving the 60-dsiy period pre
scribed in the emergency price control
act to meet his recommendations. In
vestigations in these areas as to what
extent the recommendations have been
met have been going on during this
month.
Areas considered for action
The areas now being considered for
action on July 1, with 1940 population
and maximum-rent date are:
San Luis Obispo. Calif., 33,246; Oainesville-
Starke, Fla., 53,792; Alexandrla-Leesvllle. La.,
107,359; Montgomei^-Prlnce Georges, Md.,
173,402; Jackson-Mllan-Humboldt, Tenn..
124,928; TuUahoma, Tenn., 97,309; Brown-
wood, Tex., 66,740; Mineral Weils. Tex.. 38,938;
Alexandria-Arlington, Va., 131,492; Jan. i,
1941.
Anniston, Ala.. 76.948; Huntsville, Ala.,
150,107; Muscle Shoals, Ala.. 60,323; Talladega.
Ala., 108,130; New Haven. Conn., 300,667; New
London, Conn., 181,447; Jaclisonville, Fla.,
210,143; Macon, Ga., 105,464; Joliet, 111..
114,210; LaPorte-Mlchigan City, Ind., 75,918;
Junction Clty-Manhattnn, Kans., 35.839;
Bath, Maine, 35,417; Baltimore, Md.. 1,195,966;
NUes. Mich., 89,117; Blloxl-Pascagoula, Miss.,
71,400; Hattiesburg. Miss., 34,901; Rolla-
Waynesville. Mo., 46.930; Massena. N. Y.,
91,098; Walertowu. N. Y., 84,003; Payettevllle.
N. C.. 74,257; Dayton, Ohio, 567,040; Lawton,
Okla., 38,983; Sharon-FarreU. Pa.. 101,039;
Abilene, Tex.. 79,093; Beaumont-Port Arthur,
Tex-. 162,711; El Paso. Tex., 131,067; Radlord-
Pulaski, Va., 50,963; Morgantown, W. Va..
119.985; April 1. 1941.
Indianapolis, Ind., 460,926; Parsons, Kans.,
30,352; Louisville, Ky.. 451,473; Mlnden, La.,
33,676; Joplln-Neosho. Mo.. 107,744; Lorain-
Elyria, Ohio, 112.300; Texarkana, Tex.. 82.082;
July 1. 1941.
San Francisco Bay, 2.066,091; Savannah,
Ga., 117.970; Chicago. 4,418.122; Rockford, III.,
136.380; Springfield. Mass.. 404,568; Flint,
Mich,, 227,944; Saginaw-Bay City, Mich,
232,543; St. Louis, Mo., 1,476.865; North
eastern, N. J,. 3,115,160; Buffalo, N. Y., 958,487;
Portland-Vancouver. Oreg., 501,275; Erie, Pk..
180,889; Philadelphia-Camden, 3,199,637;
Pittsburgh. 2.593,780; Charleston. S. C.,
141,033; San Antonio, Tex.. 437.854; March I,
1941.
•k it if
Bangor firm's proposed increase
in power rates opposed by OPA
Permission to intervene in opposition
to a proposed increase In secondary
power rates of the Bangor Hydro-Elec
tric Company was sought June 27 by
Price Administrator Henderson in a pe
tition filed with the Maine Public Util
ities Commission in Bangor.
Would be inflationary
The Administrator's petition said that,
on the basis of information supplied by
the power company, the effect of the pro
posed increase would be to raise the
annual operating costs and expenses of
certain manufacturers of pulp and paper,
which products are under OPA price
ceilings.
Further, accox-ding to the petition, "It
appears that the proposed Increased
rates are predicated principally upon
£<.lleged estimated increases in Federal
Income taxes to be levied in 1942." Ap
proval of the increase under these cir
cumstances, the commission was told,
would be contrary to the intent of the
Congress, inflationary in character, and
would adversely affect the programs and
policies of OPA to stabilize prices.
★ ★ ★
CRITICAL HOUSING AREAS
The War Production Board has added
eleven new areas to the Defense Housing
Critical Area List. They are;
Corona. Calif.; Ontario-Pomona-Upland,
Calif.; Tweutynine Palms, Calif.; Peru, Ind.
(for conversion and rehabilitation purposes
only); Claremont. N, H.; Sioux Falls. S. D.
(for conversion and rehabilitation purposes
only); Big Springs, Tex.; Port Stockton, Tex.;
Brlgham, Utp.h; Magna, Utah; Windsor, Vt.
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June 30, 1942
Three steps to stabilize cost of iron and
steel products finnounced by Henderson
Provisions of general price
regulation modified for
Puerto Rico, Virgin islands
Special conditions peculiar to two ter
ritories of the United States—Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands—were recognized
June 17 by Price Administrator Hender
son in a supplementary regulation (No.
13) modifying several features of the
general maximum price regulation as
they affect the islands.
Base period' changed
The modifications are:
1, The base period for determination of
ceiling prices under the general maximum
price regulation in Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands has been changed from the
month of March, to the period from April 10
to May 10. 1942.
2, The date by which sellers on these is
lands must have their statements of ceiling
prices ready has been extended to August 1,
1942.
3, Sellers in these Islands must show tn
these statements their maximum prices, both
for the month of March 1942, and for the
period from April 10 to May 10. It Is the
April 10-May 10 period, however, that estab
lishes their ceilings.
4, The date by which sellers In these Islands
must post conspicuously in their stores their
maximum prices for the list of nearly 200
cost-of-llvlng commodities is extended to
August 1,
5, Power to adjust cases In which sellers
claim the regulation causes them substantial
hardship has been delegated to the adminis
trator of the Ninth Region,-subject to review
by the Price Administrator on appeal. Appli
cations for adjustment are to be filed with
the Territorial Directors of Puerto Rico aiid
the Virgin Islands in accordance with Pro
cedural Regulation No. 7.
★
New cosmetics order expected
to limit shades, odors
One of the features of a forthcoming
limitation order on production of cos
metics will be a reduction in the number
of permitted shades and odors of a wide
variety of items ranging from lipsticks
to "cosmetic" stockings.
Simplification of shades and odors is
expected to lead to a reduction of dealer
and wholesaler inventories and a con




Melting of vanadium was placed under
complete control of the Director of In
dustry Operations in an amendment to
the vanadium conservation order,
M-23-a. dated June 23.
Three steps designed to stabilize fur
ther and make "fair and reasonable" the
cost of iron and steel products to buyers,
particularly to the Nation's armament
makers, were announced June 26 by Price
Administrator Henderson.
In Amendment No. 6 to Revised Price
Schedule No. 6, on iron and steel prod
ucts, effective June 30, these actions were
taken:
1. Producers of iron and steel products
were directed to file with the OPA data cover
ing conversion and processing charges. The
data, the Price Administrator said, will be
studied to determine whether such charges
aie fair and reasonable, and whether any
future regulation of them is necessary.
2. Uniform rules for the appUcation of
extras and other charges on ccld finished
steel bars and shafting were Issued. These
rules are designed to clarify-siich charges,
and eliminate the possibility of ibe charging
nf several overlapping extras on the same
product. This step, the Price Administrator
said, will result in "substantial savings" to
buyers. In many Instances members of the
industry have already voluntarily adopted the
revised practices, so that the amendment, to
some extent, merely standardizes existing
pricing 1 '-rotlces.
3. Conditions under which producers of
Rona-ete reinforcing bars are required to give
discounts were defined by OPA. The Ten
nessee Valley Authority and Bureau of Recla
mation. as well as concrete reinforcing bar
fabricators, were listed as customers entitled
to the discount of 25 cents per hundred
pounds on such bars.
Commenting on the request for data
on conversion or processing charges, the
Price Administrator said that in the past,
steel mills have sometimes purchased bil
lets or other steel from persons who were
able to obtain such steel on the market
and have processed or converted it under
an agreement to resell. In these cases,
the purchases by the steel producer and
subsequent resale to the former owner
have been at ceiling prices. With these
sales, the Office of Price Administiator
is not greatly concerned so long as the
prices are within the permissible niaxi-
mums, Mr. Henderson said.
In regard to the new uniform rules for
the application of extras, the Price Ad
ministrator said that extras applicable to
sales of cold finished steel Lars and shaft
ing, both in the carbon steel and alloy
steel clasjifications, have for some time
been confused. Both bars and shafting
are higlily important in the war program.
64 gasoline violators penalized Housewife will be able to judge
by suspension of deliveries qualityofmeat under neworder
Gasoline deliveries to 64 filling stations
and garages in the metropolitan areas of
New York, Newark and Philadelphia were
suspended June 26 by Paul M. O'Leary,
acting deputy administrator in charge
of rationing, for periods of 15 to 30 days
for violation of OPA rationing regula
tions.
The June 26 suspension orders are the
largest group which the OPA has served
against filling stations and garages for
selling gasoline without requiring a ra
tioning card of the motorist.
In the initial enforcement drive opened
by the OPA earlier this month, inspectors
for OPA made a "spot check" from which
came 175 cases for further investigation.
Thus far, 78 suspensions have been
ordered. Final action has not been
taken on a number of remaining cases.
The suspension orders, served on the
retail dealer and on his gasoline sup
plier, prohibit delivery to the dealer for
the specified period but do not prevent
sales of such supplies as may be in his
storage tanks. The orders also do not
bar the dealer from performing any other
service operations.
Housewives are assured of a simple
and accurate guide for buying beef and
vea] when the new OPA price regulation
on these meats becomes effective July 13,
the Consumer Division of the OPA said
June 28.
Under the new order, all beef and veal
sold at wholesale must be graded accord
ing to Government specifications of
quality. Ceiling prices asked by beef and
veal wholesalers must be related to the
grades stamped on each meat carcass.
The new grading requirement is a
guarantee to the homemaker that she
will obtain the quality she pays for.
When the new regulation goes into
effect, shoppers will find all beef, year
ling, and veal stamped with a grade
letter. Government grades now called
"prime" and "clioice" will be combined
into the new grade "AA," The present
Government grade known as "good" will
be stamped "A," and will cover most of
the better grades of beef and veal
bought by housewives. The "commer
cial" grade will be stamped "B," and the
"utility" grade will be stamped "C."
June 30, 1942
Prices on all kinds of scrap
rubber alined with maximums
on tire, tube scrap
Acting to smooth out distortions in
the scrap rubber market. Price Admin
istrator Henderson June 27 announced
issuance of Revised Price Schedule No.
87 as amended, effective June 26, which
brings prices to consumers for all kinds
of scrap rubber Into line with the maxi
mums already established on tires, tire
parts, and tubes.
The Administrator emphasized that
the ceiling order in no way affects either
Rubber Reserve Company's offer to buy
scrap tires and miscellaneous scrap rub
ber at $25 a ton in carload lots at any
shipping point in the country, or the
price paid to individuals by filling sta




raised 15^ per 100 pounds
on DSC sales in 10 States
Because of demand in the eastern defi
cit area under rationing regulations and
surpluses in West Coast refiners' hands.
Price Administrator Henderson June 26
ruled that California-refined cane sugar
hereinafter may be sold by Defense Sup
plies Corporation or its designees at $5.60
per 100 pounds in ten Northeastern
States.
This increase of 15 cents per 100
pounds, requested by DSC was to be ef
fective June 27, by Amendment No. 2 to
Order No. 1 under Revised Price Sched




Dead animals, usually tenned fallen
animals, were exempted from provisions
of the general maximum price regula
tion by Amendment No. 9 to Supplemen
tary Regulation No. 1. effective June 25,
1942.
The value of the carcasses depends
largely upon the hides and the distance
the animals must be transported for ren
dering and in certain areas no fallen
animals were sold during March.
★ VICTORY ★
Srawn for Dl-vision of Information, 0. E. M.
KID SALVAGE
KID SALVAGE, a character draum by
Steig especially for OEM, will appear in
Victory every week. Mats for publica
tion are available in either 2- or 2-col-
rnnn size. Requests to he put on the
mailing list should be addressed to Dis
tribution Section, Office of "War Infor
mation, Washington, D. C. When
ordering individual mats, refer to code
number and specify size.
Single payment lease plan
for typewriters illegal
Rental of typewriters under schemes
which permit the seller to collect the full
sales price of a machine at the outset of
the transaction or to accept payment in
installments are in violation of type
writer rationing regulations, OPA warned
June 25.
The ruling was made as the result of
so-called "Lend-Lease" or "Single Pay
ment Lease" plans advertised by certain
New York department stores through
which the customer pays the full price
of the machine with the promise that he
will automatically acquire title when
OPA regulations permit.
* * ★
Lewis named special aide
Appointment of Ben W. Lewis. Oberlin,
Ohio, price executive of the rubber price
branch, as a special representative aid
ing in field price administration was an
nounced June 23 by J, K. Galbraith, dep-'
uty administrator ol the OPA In charge
of prices.
13
Gasoline raised 2^2 cents per
gallon on Eastern Seaboard
to pay higher cost of moving
A special increase in the price of gaso
line, kerosene and light fuel oils along
the Eastern Seaboard—to finance the
increased cost of transporting petroleum
products into the restricted area and
assure unrestricted movement—was to
be made June 29. Price Administrator
Henderson announced June 27.
Users to bear costs
The increases are: gasoline, 2V2 cents
per gallon; kerosene, range oil, tractor
fuel, distillate Diesel fuel oils, gas house
oils and Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 fuel oils, 2 cents
per gallon. There will be no increase
on residual fuel oils. The advances are
permitted also on retail sales.
★ ★ ★
FANCY BED LINEN PRICES
Specific prices that one manufacturer
may charge for fancy bed linens were
established June 27 by the OPA.
Sales and deliveries of certain sheet
ings, sheets and pillow cases by Defender
Manufacturing Co. of New York City are
exempted from the provisions of Revised
Price Schedule No. 89 (Bed Linens)
through Amendment No. 7. Simultane
ously maximum prices for these bed
linens are provided under Order No. 12
to the general maximum price regula
tion, Both actions took effect June 23.
Amendment No. 7 to Schedule 89 at
the same time provides that deliveries of
grey sheetings and bleached pillow tubing
against contracts entered into between
May 4 and May 27, 1942 will be governed
by Maximum Price Regulation 118 (Cot
ton Products). Deliveries against con
tracts made after May 27, come under the
scope of Schedule 89.
★ ★ ★
Burning of old tires to prevent
frost damage prohibited
Rubber Coordinator Arthur B. New-
hall June 25 called attention to the fact
that WPB regulations prohibit the burn
ing of old or cut-up tires for the purpose
of preventing frost damage in fruit or
citrus groves.
Supplementary Order M-15-b contains
a general ban on the destiuction of cer
tain rubber products except where es
sential to manufactiu-ing or reclalmlns
operations.
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Retailers' price ceiling statements
An explanation in question and answer
form, of the price ceiling statements
which all retailers must prepare by July
1, was released June 25 by the OPA.
Some of the questions and answers fol
low:
1. Q. What are the statements that a re-
taller is required by the general max
imum price regulation to have fin
ished by July 1?
A. He is required to prepare;
1. A statement of the maximum prices
at which he Is offering "cost-of-llv-
Ing commodities" for sale on June
30. or on the day he files the state
ment. The great majority of these
maximum prices will be the high
est prices at which he sold or
offered for sale cost-of-livlng com
modities during March. The niaxi-
rmirn prlces for articles which the
seller began to deal in after March.
1942 will be determined on the basis
of similarity, or shopping competi
tors, or applying the formula in
Section 3A of the Regulation. The
nearly 200 "cost-of-living commodi
ties" are listed in Appendix B of
the Regulation.
a. A statement of the highest price at
which during March he sold, or
offered for sale, each article in his
store on which the regulation places
a celling. {These prices are his own
price ceilings which he must not ex
ceed.) This statement must also
show customary allowances, dis
counts and other price differentials.
Must file first statemeDt
2. Q. What must the retailer do with these
statements when he has finished
them?
A. (1) He must file the first statement,
covering the ai'ticles on the cost-of-
Uvlng commodity list which he han
dles. with the nearest War Price and
Rationing Board by July 1. If he does
not know where this nearest boaid is
located, he may call his local news
paper, the police department, city
hall or county courthouse.
(2) He must keep the second state
ment. covering all his items having
price ceilings, in his place of business,
starting July 1. for examination by
any customer or interested person
during business hours.
Why necessary
S. Q. Why does the Office of Price Adminis
tration require these statements of
retailers?
A. To provide a quick means for each
retailer to prove that he is obeying
the general maximum price regula
tion. and is thus doing his full part
in the battle against inflation.
4. Q. In what form should a retailer pre
pare bis statement of maximum
prices for such of the cost-of-livlng
commodities as he handles?
A. OPA suggests that the retailer use
standard letter-size paper; that If he
does not have a typewriter be pre
pare hie statement carefully in Ink;
that the exact came and address of
the establishment be indicated on a
separate title page, or at the top of
the first page; that items be listed
In the order shown in Appendix B
of the general maximum price regula
tion, of course omitting groups,
classes and items not handled.
6. Q. How does OPA suggest that the re
tailer arrange his items and prices If
he uses this standard size paper?
A. The following would be a typical ar
rangement for a typical clothing
store; The name and address of the
store appears at the top of the first
sheet. The rest of this sheet, and
the other sheets are divided into four
columns, headed respectively "Name
of commodity": "Manufacturer, name
or code number and style number";
"Other identification"; and "Maxi
mum Price." Dnder "Name of Com
modity" the first heading is "Apparel
and "yard goods." Under that comes
"Men's and boys' clothing". Under
that "Men's pajamas." etc. Beside
"Men's pajamas" in the second col
umn, the pajamas are described as
"John Smith Co. or (No. 22) style
C 49." In the "Other Identification"
column, the pajamas are further
identified as "Jacket styles, plain col
ors, cotton." Maximum Price is
listed as 61.98. And so on through
the retailer's stock.
Chain may not file blanket statement
10. Q. May a chain of stores file a blanket
statement of maximum prices with
OPA covering all cost-of-llvlng
items being handled in all stores,
although every store may not have
all those items?
A. No. The regulation requires a sepa
rate list for each store. But if all
the stores In the chain have the
same price ceiling for each article,
the central office may mimeograph
or print a list containing all such
items with the maximum prices for
each item, and these lists can be
submitted separately by each store.
If the prices are different in some
stores, a list of items could be pre
pared. and the prices filled in by
each store.
11. Q. In what form should the retailer's
statement of all March maximum
prices, which he keeps in his store,
be prepared?
A. It does not at present have to be
prepared In any specified form, so
long as It is perfectly clear from the
statement what the maximum
price is for each particular article.
Each article described in the state
ment must be described in such
manner as to be easily identified
by any person. Identification
should Include manufacturer's
name, style, brand, size, etc.
17. Q. How may the record-keeping provi
sions of the general maximum
price regulation be summarized?
A. The record-keeping provisions re
quire the retailer to do six things:
1. Preserve all existing records of
March 1942 prices.
2. Keep the same kind of records
or documents relating to prices
charged after May 18.
5. Prepare a statement of highest
prices charged in the base pe
riod (March).
4. Keep records showing the basis
for determining the maximum
price of any item sold after
May 18.
6. Continue to provide customary
sales slips and give receipts.
5. Properly identify all mer-
chandise in displaying prices or
preparing statements of maxi
mum prices.
June 30, 1942
Retailers may use catalogues,
other printed lists in
preparing ceilingstatements
Catalogues or similar printed mer
chandise lists supplied by wholesalers,
manufacturers or trade organizations
may be used by retailers in preparing the
statements of maximum prices which
every seller under the general maximum
price regulation must have by July 1, the
OPA stated June 22.
Two statements required
Such lists may prove particularly help
ful to drug stores, hardware retailers,
jewelers and others carrying a large as
sortment of items.
In compiling the list of March prices,
printed lists are acceptable as long as
there is included, in one way or other,
every item in stock that is covered by
the general maximum price regulation.
This statement, OPA said, is not to be
filed with any OPA office but is to be
retained In the place of business begin
ning July 1 for e:|amination by any cus
tomer or interested person.
A second statement which retailers
must prepare is the list of ceiling prices
on the designated cost-of-living com
modities shown in Appendix B of the
general maximum price regulation. This
is a restricted list of the store's maximum
prices on a representative group of items
that enter into the family cost-of-living
and must be filed with the nearest War




American motorists will be able to ob
tain antifreeze at reasonable levels dur
ing the coming winter. Price Administra
tor Henderson stated June 25 in announc
ing maximum prices for this commodity.
The retail price has been established at
levels well under the speculative quota
tions prevalent at the end of last winter,
he said. In addition to prices at retail,
ceilings for antifreeze have been deter
mined for manufacturers and distribu
tors.
Since May 18 retail maximum prices
for antifreeze have been governed by the
provisions of the general maximum price
regulation—that is, the highest price
which the Individual seller charged dur
ing March. The dollars and cents maxi-
mums announced June 25 were estab
lished by Maximum Price Regulation No.
170. Antifreeze, effective June 30, 1942.
June 30, 1942
New ceilings set on beef, veal
at packer and wholesale levels
The basis for maximum prices of beef
and veal at the packer and wholesale
levels is changed by a special regulation •
(Maximum Price Regulation No. 169),
announced June 20 by Pi'ice Administra
tor Henderson. The regulation, effective
July 13, provides that packers and whole
salers' ceilings for each grade of carcass
and quarter of beef (or carcass and saddle
of veal) shall be a price no higher than
the lowest price at which each individual
merchandiser sold at least 30 percent of




Maximum retail prices to consumers
are not changed by the regulation, and
continue to be governed by the general
maximum price regulation.
As a necessary part of price control on
beef and veal, provision also has been
made for standard grading of these meats
by all packers and wholesalers in accord
ance with the grading specifications of
the Agricultural Marketing Administra
tion of the United States Department of
Agriculture.
"The new regulation will relieve an in
ordinate squeeze against the retail price
ceilings on these commodities." Mr.
Henderson pointed out.
★ ★ ★
Licenses necessary to sell
used egg cases
All persons who sell used egg cases
and used component parts and who are
subject to the maximum price regulation
established for these goods are being
licensed as a condition of selling, Price
Administrator Henderson announced
June 20.
The licensing provision is contained in
Amendment No. 1 to Maximum Pi'ice
Regulation No. 117—Used Egg Cases and




Admiral Emory S. Land, War Ship
ping Administrator, June 23 announced
the appointment of Charles H. C. Pear-
sail as WSA manager in the Caribbean
area with headquarters in Havana, Cuba.
At the same time Admiral Land an
nounced the appointment of Charles M.
Colgan as WSA representative at the
Canal Zone.
★ VICTORY ★ 15
20 food industry leaders named to help
solve price adjustment problems
Twenty leaders of the food industry,
representing virtually every phase of
processing and distribution, were ap
pointed by Price Administrator Hender
son June 24 as a national food industry
advisory committee to work with OPA
in the solution of problems and adjust-
jnents under the general maximum price
regulation.
To advise on adjustment problems
The committee, representing canners,
processors, wholesalers, and chain and
independent retailers will advise with
OPA on problems of adjustment under
the general maximum price regulation.
"The job of the committee," Mr. Hen
derson stated, "will be to work out a full
and complete solution of the problems
of the food industry in a spirit of mutual
understanding."
Trade associations to help
The first meeting was to be held on
June 26 and was to concern itself largely
with the problem of the "squeeze" created
for retailers and wholesalers under the
general maximum price regulation, and
to over-all discussion of OPA policy and
the maintenance of ceiling prices.
Two mines allowed to make
adjustable^pricing contracts
Issuing orders under Maximum Price
Regulation No. 120 (Bituminous Coal
Delivered from Mine or Preparation
Plant), Price Administrator Henderson
has permitted two mines—one in West
Virginia and the other in the State of
Washington—to enter into adjustable-
pricing contracts pending disposition of
petitions asking price adustment.
The contracts would fix interim sales
at existing maximum prices, with the
provision that they be adjusted to price
changes, if any are permitted, in OPA's
final decision on the company's petitions.
Order No. 11 permits the West Virginia
Coal and Coke Corporation, Cincinnati (on
and after May 18. 1942, the eSectlve date of
Maximum Price Regulation No. 120), to en
ter into such agreements with buyers of bitu
minous coal produced at its Norton Mine, at
Norton, W. Va., in Production District No, 3,
to adjust prices upon dallverles made during
the pendency of its petition for adjustment
or exception, in accordance with the disposi
tion of the petition.
Order No. 14 permits the Pacific Coast Coal
Company. Seattle, on and after May 27, 1942
(date cf filing of the petition), to enter into
adjustable-pricing contracts pending disposi
tion of Its petition.
The new committee has been recruited
largely from special committees and
groups which already have been engaged
in working with various war agencies.
It will be assisted in the collection of
Information by representatives of the
nine trade associations in the food field,
and representatives of these associations
were invited to attend the meeting.
Personnel of committee
Appointed to the national food indus
try advisory committee were:
p. M. Brinker. DaUas. Tex., and D. E. Rob
inson, Pittsburgh, independent retailers;
John T. Menzles, Baltimore, Austin Iglehart,
New York, and H. S. Melnhold, New York,
packers and manufacturers; E. N. Richmond,
San Jose, CaUl., and H. L. Cannon, Bridge-
vllle, Del., cannery; Jack Wilson. Cambridge,
Mass., soap and shortening jnanufacturers;
French Fox. Charlerols, Pa., and Frank J.
Grimes, Chicago, vohintary group whole
salers; W. H. Albers, Cincinnati, and Sidney
Rablnowltz, Boston, supermarkets; Alfred
Dorman, Statesborongh, Ga., and A. C. Mc-
Cune, McKeesport, Pa., smaller independent
wholesalers; William B. Mackey, Philadel
phia, and Francis Wliltmarsh, New York,
larger independent wholesalers; William
D'Miller, Chicago, and Isaac Jacobson. Wash
ington, D. C., cooperative group distributors;
and Hunter Phelan, Norfolk, Va., and Ralph
Burkhard, Somerville, Mass,, proprietary
chains.
Phillips to direct automotive
supply rationing
Appointment of Dr. Charles P. Phillips
of Syracuse, N. Y., to the newly created
position of director of the automotive
supply rationing division was announced
June 22 by Price Administrator Hender
son.
In his new capacity. Dr. Phillips, a
former professor of economics at Colgate
University and marketing consultant to
a food store chain, will supervise tire
and passenger automobile rationing ac
tivities and rationing of bicycles, which
is soon to begin.
Announcement of his new position
follows by only a few weeks his appoint
ment as chief of the tire rationing
branch, a post to which Robert S. Betten
succeeds.
Simultaneously with Dr. Phillips' ap
pointment, Mr. Henderson named Hubert
G. Larson as chief of the automobile
rationing branch and Robert E. Stone
as associate chief. Both had been as
sistants to Rolf Nugent, the former auto
mobile rationing chief, who recently
became head of the Price Administra
tion's consumer requirements branch.
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Importers may sell commodities to
industrial, commercial users at prices
above ceilings under certain conditions
Importers are given permission by the
OPA to sell imported commodities, under
certain conditions, to industrial and
commercial users at prices above those
paid in March 1942, the established ceil
ing prices provided by the general maxi
mum price regulation.
To assure free flow of imports
This permission is granted in Supple
mentary Regulation No. 12 to the general
maximum price regulation, effective June
20.
The purpose of the new supplementary
regulation is to make possible a contin
ued free flow of imported commodities
into this country.
Buyer must process commodity
Under the supplementary regulation,
persons who import any commodity after
March 31,1942, and sell it to an Industrial
or commercial user in substantially the
same condition in which it was imported,
are permitted to sell such a commodity
above their ceiling price in March to the
extent of the difference between their
delivered costs of the commodity and
their delivered costs for the same com
modity delivered by them in March.
Mr. Henderson stated:
The supplementary regulation further pro
vides that the Importer may only sell above
hlB maximum price In March to an industrial
or commercial user, who Is deAned as a person
who does not resell tbe commodity he pur
chases in substantially the same form as he
received it. In other words, the buyer must
process the commodity In some manner be-
iore he resells it.
User to absorb increased costs
The Industrial or commercial user is placed
on notice that be wiU have to absorb any
increased costs which he paid for the im
ported commodity to the importer. In this
manner, any possibility of a resulting in
flationary tendency from such transactions
will be stopped at the point of first resale of
the Imported commodity In this country.
As a safeguard, tbe importer is obliged un
der the regulation to notify tiie Industrial or
commercial user that he is selling the im
ported commodity to him above his March
ceiling price, and in that manner the latter
can determine for himself whether he is in
a position to absorb the Increased delivery
costs before he enters Into the transaction.
No effect on Government purchases
The supplementary regulation is lim
ited in its coverage to imports into the
' continental United States from Its terri
tories and possessions and from foreign
countries. It does not apply to imports
into its territories and possessions from
any origin. This limitation is necessary,
it was explained, because there are other
regulations covering the territories and
possessions.
Lumber from Canada is excepted from
the provisions of the new regulation be
cause specific coverage of imported Ca
nadian lumber is to be provided under
other regulations.
The Price Administrator pointed out
that sales by domestic sellers of imported
commodities, unprocessed by them, to the
United States or any of its agencies or to
any person who will use the imported
commodity to fulfill a contract or a sub
contract with the United States or any
of its agencies were excepted from the
provisions of the general maximum price
regulation under Amendment No. 1 to
Supplementary Regulation No. 4. Sup
plementary Regulation No. 12, therefore,
has no effect on Government purchases
of import commodities which have al
ready been excepted.
★ ★ *
Combed yarns, woven goods (or
war use not under MPR 157
All combed ^arns of the types covered
by Revised Price Schedule No. 7 and all
finished woven goods of the descriptions
governed by Maximum Price Regulation
No. 127 remain under the provisions of
these two price orders, even when sold
or fabricated for military purposes, the
OPA made clear June 23.
Questions had arisen in the trade, ac
cording to information received by OPA,
as to whether goods or yarns of these
types were exempted from these two price
orders and came under the provisions
of Maximum Price Regulation 157 (Sales
and Fabrication of Textiles, Apparel and
Related Items for Military Purposes)
when made in accordance with military
speciflcationa for a war procurement
agency.
The June 23 statement was made at
the request of the Army Quartermaster
Corps and the War E*roduction Board.
OPA said.
OPA further pointed out that Regula
tion 157 does not apply to any other com
modity for which a maximum price is
In effect, except these covered by the gen
eral maximum price regulation.
June 30, 1942
Paper products regulation
revised by OPA to
include other grades
Certain grades of paper omitted erro
neously from the section of Maximum
Price Regulation No. 129, which estab
lished conditions of sale for these grades,
are now included by Amendment No. 4
to the regulation <paper and paper prod
ucts) issued June 23 by the OPA.
The amendment corrected subparagraph
(3) of Section 1347.13 (d) by adding the
words "and (d) (2)" w that the conditions
of sale affecting maximum prices Includes
the grades set forth specifically In (d) (2) —
"all other grades of Machine Finish Ki'aft
Wrapping Paper, and all grades of Machine
Glazed Kraft Wrapping Paper, Machine Fin
ish Variety Bag Paper, Machine Glazed Kraft
Bag Paper, Including but without limitation
Unbleached Kraft Butchers Paper."
The amendment also qualifies Unbleached
Kraft Butchers Paper In the same subpara
graph by adding to the clause "where the
basis weight Is 40 pounds and up." Mo basis
weight for this type of paper was originally
listed.
Other corrections
Other corrections made by the amend
ment are:
Variety bag papers, glassine, greaseproof,
fruit wrapping and manifold are now listed
among those excluded from the papers set
forth In subparagraph (6) of Section 1347.11
(a), and the word "converting" is inserted
to conform with the statcmeut of consid
erations Issued with tbe regulation.
Tbe addition of the words "Machine Finish
and Machine Glazed" to the headnote in
paragraph (d) of Section 1347.12 and the
addition of the words "Machine Finish to
Grades" clarify the types of wrapping and
bag paper originally Intended to be coveted
by the regulation.
* ★ ★
Paper makers must bear
increased freight costs
Manufacturers of industrial paper and
converted paper products may not add
Increased freight costs to their maximum
prices which were established in some
cases by Maximum Price Regulation No.
129 and in others by the general maxi
mum price regulation, the OPA an
nounced June 24.
Under this interpretation, announced
to clarify the problems of freight costs
which have arisen since the issuance
of the general maximum price regulation,
manufacturers who allowed partial
freight must absorb the 6 percent in
crease in freight rates, effected in March
1942, and any other Increase In freight
costs incurred as the result of wartime
emergency conditions such as the re
routing of shipments by rail instead of
water.
June 30, 1942
Markups adjusted on resales of
new bags made from cotton
and burlap fabrics
Markups which sellers, other than
manufacturers, of new bags made from
cotton and burlap fabrics may charge
were adjusted by the OPA June 24
through ah amendment to Maximum
Price Regulation No. 151 (New Bags).
At the same time the definition of "new
bags" was also clarified.
May add highest "cents per bag" margin
Amendment No. 1 to the regulation
takes into consideration the variation in
markups customarily charged by re
sellers according to the type of bag and
the section of the country where sold.
Persons purchasing bags for resale are
permitted by the amendment to add to
the "delivered cost" a margin which is,
generally, equivalent to the highest
markup, in cents per bag, charged dur
ing the month of March 1942.
While the highest "cents per bag"
margin obtained by resellers during
March 1942 is permitted, OPA officials
pointed out that this represents a
smaller percentage marking because of
the increased cost of the bags they
resell.
Other provisioni
When a seller made no sales or de
liveries of a new bag of the same type
during March 1942, other methods are
provided for determining his markup
under various situations such as basing
it upon his most nearly similar new bag
or the markup of his most closely com
petitive seller.
Definition of new bag clarified
Markups to be charged by sellers other
than manufacturers are based on the
"delivered cost" of the bag to the seller.
This delivered cost must not exceed the
maximum price established by the reg
ulation, plus actual transportation
charges incurred by the seller in trans
porting the bags to the point of ship
ment.
The definition of new bag is amended
to read;
"New bag" means a previously unused con
tainer which (1) Is mBQufactured within
the United States, (11) U to be used tor
packaging a commodity therein for trftos-
portation or storage (Hi) is manufactured
rrom burlap or cotton textile material which
has not previously been used for any com*
mercial purpose. It shall not include seam
less cotton bags.
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Jobbers of woolen or worsted civilian
apparel fabrics may use optional pricing
An optional method of establishing a
maximum price for woolen or worsted
civilian apparel fabrics sold by jobbers
under Maximum Price Regulation No.
163 and two clarifications of provisions
applying to jobbers' sales were announced
June 24 by Price Administrator Hender
son.
Amendment No. 1 to Regulation 163
makes the optional pricing method ap
plicable only to those jobbers who dealt
In the same fabric during the period Oc
tober 1 to December 1, 1941. It provides
that they may use as their ceiling for a
fabric the highest price at which they
sold or delivered the same fabric during
that period so long as such optional max
imum is not higher than the replacement
cost of the fabric plus the permitted
mark-up. Otherwise the percentage
mark-ups over the manufacturer's in
voice price set by the regulation origi
nally are applicable.
Affects those who supply custom tailors
"The mark-up presently permitted by
the regulation in many cases woult" es
tablish a maximum lower than the prices
at which the same fabrics were sold to
customers of jobbers during the fall of
1941," Mr. Henderson explained.
The June 24 amendment will, for the
most part, affect those jobbers who sup
ply custom tailors and who, of necessity,
maintain large inventories to be able to
fill orders out of stock. A substantial
proportion of current inventory was ac
quired by them some time ago, at prices
considerably below replacement cost.
Another provision of the amendment
makes it clear that the division factor
applicable to sales of cut lengths of 9
yards or less to merchant tailors also
applies to sales of such lengths to the
custom tailoring departments of retail
stores for which the jobbers perform the
same service.
It is also provided that the jobber in
establishing his mark-up by using the
manufacturer's invoice price uses the
gross price rather than the price after
any discount.
Simultaneously with the June 24
amendment to Regulation 163, OPA Is
sued corrections of typographical errors
appearing in the text of the regulation.
In Section 1410.11 (a), the word "or" is
corrected to read "of" and in Section
1410.115 (a) (5), the word "not" is cor
rected to read "nor."
Converters' prices on rayon yam
"rolled back;" formal ceilings set
Prices which converters of rayon yarn
may charge were "rolled back" June 22
by Price Administrator Henderson at
the same time that he issued a compan-
Ion regulation placing formal ceilings
over rayon yarns and staple fibers.
6 regulations on rayon
The two regulations of June 22 bring to
a total of six the number of OPA sched
ules specifically covering various phases
of the rayon industry. All forms of
rayon or its products not specifically
covered by any of these six regulations
are controlled by the general maximum
price regulation on the basis of March
1942 levels.
Maximum Price Regulation No. 167
(Rayon Yarn and Staple Fiber) issued
June 22 establishes maximum prices at
the levels which rayon yarn producers
have observed for their products since
October 1941 at OPA request.
Maximum Price Regulation No. 168
(Converted Yarn and Converting
Charges) applies to commission convert
ers and sellers of converted yams. By
converting is meant the changing of the
original form of the yarn by operations
such as twisting, warping, dyeing, and
spooling, in order to prepare it for the
weaving and knitting Industries.
Set at lower prices
The ceilings provided under this regu
lation are set at substantially lower
prices than most converters charged In
March 1942, which were the prices es
tablished as the ceilings under the gen
eral maxlmimi price regulation. The
June 22 regulation supersedes the gen
eral regulation for these converting op




War plant reports 63V2 percent production
increase in three months drive
"DON'T LET THEM DOWN"
The Chrysler Corporation plant at
Detroit labor-management committee
reports to War Production Drive Head
quarters that bulletin boards have been
erected showing the number of brothers,
sons, uncles, cousins, fathers, nephews,
and husbands Inthe Army, Navy. Marine
Corps, and Army Air Corps. The bulle
tin board carries the words; "Don't let




to act as priorities liaison
Establishment of a foreign require
ments branch in the Bureau of Priorities
was announcedJune 22by Henry Nelson,
assistant bureau chief in charge of
requirements.
Functions of new branch
The new branch will be headed by
Fred Lavis, Jr. who has been a priorities
specialist in the automotive branch of
OPM and WPB since September 1941.
The foreign requirements branch will
serve as liaison on priority matters be
tween the War ProducUon Board, the
Lend-Lease Administration, and the
Board of Economic Warfare, and will
receive all applications for priorityassist
ance from foreign governments or pur
chasers in foreign countries {except
Canada) received through these agencies.
In cooperation with existing agencies,
the foreign requirements branch will de
velop improved procedures for handling
priorities on materials and products for
export.
An increase in war production of 63*72
percent, one of the greatest since the
start of the War Production Drive, was
reported on June 25 to Donald M. Nel
son. chairman of the War Production
Board, by the War Production Drive
Committee of the Cleveland (Ohio)
Tractor Company.
Cites monthly increases
The committee cited its production in
creases as follows;
March—greatest production in the his
tory of the company.
April 23 percent greater than March.
May 33 percent greater than April,
or approximately 63V2 percent greater
than at the start of the War Production
Drive.
The report was signed by Nick Nar-
dolillo, John J. Bergman and W. O.
Schultz, representing labor; and H. H.
Buckner, L. F. Hawkins, and L. H.
Grutsch, chairman, representing the
management. The labor representatives
are members of the International Associ
ation of Machinists. A. F. L.
In acknowledging the report. War Pro
duction Drive Headquarters sent this
message;
"Your remarkable production record
is outstanding even during these times
when millions of menare striving toward
the same goal."
Work behind the increase
The committee reported the activities
of its subcommittees in detail. The re
port gives an interesting picture of the
work behind the production increase.
The housekeeping committee has
cleared a bottleneck in transportation,
reducing the waiting time for stock.
The safety committee is stimulating
departmental rivalry for the best safety
record. It also distributes safety bulle
tins.
The material saving committee,
through weekly educational meetings,
reducedlaborloss3 percent and material
loss by 24 percent. The report states,
"This savirigs percentage is actually B
greater ratio when the production in
crease for 33 percent for the month of
May is taken intoconsideration." Losses,
the committee said, will be evenlower In
June.
The fire prevention committee makes
a weekly inspection of the plant and ar
ranges for the installation of new fire-
fighting equipment, signs, etc., when
needed. It holds weekly training classes.
The transportation committee erected
three large city maps, one for each shift,
and located the homes of each employee
with numbered pins. Amaster file gave
information necessary for the formation
of car pools. A test in one department
showed employees had reduced their cars
by fifty percent. The committee expects
poolings will eventually eliminate 300
cars.
The publicity committee is developing
a slogan contest and has erected a pro
duction bulletin board. The committee
discovered four cartoonists among em
ployees and their work is being utilized
in publicity.
The absentee committee, not satisfied
with reducing absenteeism 25 percent
during the month ofMay, is making per
sonal contact with habitual absentees this
month.
The suggestion is about to put its pro
gram into effect, offering war bonds and
stamps on 10 percent of a year's saving
from the suggestion.
* * ★
Nielsen to attend London
maritime conference
The MaritimeCommission and the War
Shipping Administration June 20 an
nounced that ErichNielsen, assistant di
rector of the Division of Maritime Labor
Relations of the War Shipping Admin
istration, will attend as an observer the
conference of the Joint Maritime Com
mission of the International Labor Office
to be held in London, commencing June
22.
Chief aim of the conference, the
twelfth of its kind, will be to help coor
dinate efforts of all United Nations' sea
men's organizations and shipowners to
secure maximum cooperation between
these groups and the United Nations In
carrying out the wartime responsibility
of shipping.
★ * *
CUTS REJECTS 25 PERCENT
Thomas Muckenfuss, an inspector of
purchasing material in theCamden, N. J.
plant of the R. C. A. Manufacturing Co.,
Inc., which has an active War Produc
tion DriveCommittee,suggesteda change
in parts on a piece of essential war
equipment which eliminated 25 percent
of the number of rejects and saved the
cost of grinding, finishing and thecost of
parts bought from a subcontractor.
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Germany scours occupied countries for labor
Nazi agents have been forced to scour
the occupied countries for labor because
Germany has been drained of all able-
bodied men for war service and because
the efBciency of labor has dropped be
cause of war conditions, according to a
statement issued June 17 by the OfBce
of War Information.
Further excerpts follow:
A recent order by Himmler calls for
replacing the men in provincial police
stations with women, so that the men
may go to the front. Radio Moscow has
reported the presence of pale, hastily-
trained German factory workers who
have been thrown into the battle to re
place shock weary troops.
Various recruitment methods
Hitler has used various methods In
recruiting labor for Germany.
1. The Germans, as In Norway, order
forced mobilizations of workers and load
them into freight cars bound for Germany.
2. The occupation chiefs threaten to re
duce food rations unless workers "volun
tarily" go to Germany.
3. Occupations forces order a flat percent
of workers laid off, so they can be shipped
to Germany. The Swedish radio reported
that the Nazis ordered 30 percent of the Nor
wegian workers 1 id off, and the Athens City
Council was told to halt Its public projects.
4. Nazi diplomats have concluded agree
ments with friendly nations to deliver work-
19
era. Radio Ankara reported that Laval
agreed to send 150,000 additional workers to
Germany, in return, according to the Free
French, for 10.000 sick war prisoners. Sev
eral hundred thousand Italians are In Ger
many, and 130,000 were reported to have ar
rived In May. The Falangist party of Spain
has encouraged workers to go to Germany.
Approximately 83,000 Bulgarians are in the
Reich.
5. The Nazi labor agents promise the work
ers higher wages, better food and special
privileges. Special broadcasts paint a picture
of Germany as a "labor Utopia." The Nazis,
however, do not mention that all foreign
workers In the Reich must pay a "worker's
tax," which ranges from 25 to 30 percent of
the wages, nor the barracks in which the
workers live under the watchful eye of the
Gestapo, nor the long hours of work, nor
the order that factory workers must devote
their free time to farm labor.
Stripped of their own labor, the occu
pied and dominated countries are forced
into an agonized position. Radio Vichy
said that without the 800,000 French
peasants, prisoners of war In Germany,
France was faced with famine. Hun
gary has been forced to mobilize girls
from 14 to 60 to serve in war industries.
All men between 18 and 60 in Croatia
may be called up for farm work, public




Poster design prepared by Grohe
for the Division of Information, Of
fice for Emergency Management,
scheduled to appear in war plants
during the week. Requests for
14 X 10 inch posters and two-column
mats may be addressed to the Dis
tribution Section, Office of War In-
•formation, Washington, D. C. A
limited supply of 28'A x 40 inch post
ers are available and requests for





Butadiene, basic ingredient for the
manufacture of Buna-type synthetic
rubber, was placed under allocation from
producers June 27 by the Director of
Industry Operations with the issuance
of Order M-178, effective July 1.
Producers seeking to deliver and per
sons asking delivery of butadiene are re
quired to make application to the Di
rector of Industry Operations, Reference
M-178. They are requested to use Form
PD-33, which covers the production and
shipment of all chemicals used in the
manufacture of synthetic rubber.
20 ★ VICTORY ★
PRIORITIES ...
AAA now highest rating as WPB devises
new high preference series
Provision for rerating war orders and
for applying a new series of high pref
erence ratings is made in Priorities Regu
lation No. 12, and amendments to Pri
orities Regulations 1 and 3, issued June
27 by the Director of Industry Opera
tions.
AA abolished
The new ratings are AAA. AA-1, AA-2,
etc.. all of which will take preference over
A-l-a ratings. Heretofore the highest
rating has been AA. whose use was per
mitted only by special authorization of
the Director of Industry Operations.
This rating is now abolished, and all out
standing AA ratings are automatically
changed to AA-2.
For urgent war materials
The chief purpose of the rerating is
to permit greater flexibility in the assign
ment of preference ratings to definite
quantities of military and related non-
military items, most of which have re
cently been either AA or in the A-1 series.
It will permit use of top ratings for a
balanced program of urgent war materi
als without seriously disturbing the pat
tern of ratings for other war and essen
tial civilian orders.
Assignment of ratings
The new high ratings may be assigned
either directly by the Director of In
dustry Operations or by appropriate offi
cers of Government war agencies ex
pressly authorized to issue reratings. A
special form, PD-4X, called a "Rerating
Direction," is prescribed for use where
the Army, Navy or other Government
war agency rerates deliveries of war ma
terials to be made directly to it.
Whenever a rerating direction is is
sued. it must include the Allocation
Classification and Purchasers' Symbols
required by Priorities Regulation No. 10.
Reratings by manufacturers
A separate form called a "Rerating
Certificate," PD-4Y, is provided for use
by a manufacturer whose deliveries to a
war agency have been rerated, so that
he may in turn rerate related deliveries
to be made to him. The test for deter
mining what deliveries may thus be re-
rated by a manufacturer or his suppliers
is substantially the same as the test for
determining to what deliveries an origi
nal rating may be applied or extended, as
specified in Priorities Regulation No. 3,
which was recently amended to provide a
uniform standard in this respect.
A manufacturer may apply or extend
the rerating to material which will be
delivered by him on a rerated order, or
physically incorporated in material so
delivered, or to restore inventories to a
practicable working minimum when ma
terial has been taken from inventory to
fill a rerated order.
Other provisions
The new latings may also be used by
small companies for certain operating
supplies which will be consumed in filling
the rated order, up to 10 percent of the
cost of materials to be processed, pro
vided that not more than 25 percent of
such operating supplies are metals in
the forms listed in Priorities Regulation
No. 11. Such reratings may not be used
to obtain operating supplies by any com
pany whose use of the metals listed in
Regulation 11 amounts to more than
$5,000 in a quarter. Most such com
panies obtain ratings for their operating
supplies under the production require
ments plan.
Companies operating under the pro
duction requirements plan are specifi
cally authorized, like other companies,
to apply or extend the higher ratings to
rerate deliveries to themselves, but may
not use the ratings to obtain greater
quantities of material than they are au
thorized to receive on their PRP Cer
tificate (Form PD-25A) or a supplement
ary certificate issued upon application on
Form PD-25P or PD-25H.
Displacement of rated orders
Priorities Regulation No. 1 has been
amended by altering the provision with
respect to displacement of rated orders
by new orders bearing a higher rating.
Previously, no producer was required to
divert material already processed to fill
an order rated A-10 or higher which was
within 15 days of completion, even when
he received a new order with a higher
rating, unless the new rating was AA.
Hereafter, this provision applies only
in case the rating on the original order
was higher than A-2. Such an order
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within 15 days of completion must be
displaced only by a new order with an
AAA rating, or by specific direction from
the Director of Industry Operations.
In no case, however, is a company re
quired to terminate existing production
schedules in less than 15 days after re
ceipt of a new rated order, and a com
pany may continue on its existing pro
duction schedule up to a maximum of
40 days if change is impracticable, unless
specifically instructed to change the
schedule by the Director of Industry Op
erations.
To rate items separately
Priorities Regulation No. 3 is amended
to conform to the provisions of Regula
tion 12, and the amendments to Regu
lation 1. The amendment to Regulation
3 also modifies the previous provision
with respect to simultaneous extension
of several different ratings. Whereas
previously a company having several dif
ferent ratings to be extended to orders
for the same material could put them all
together and write one purchase order
for the entire quantity, using the lowest
rating for all of It, this will now be per
mitted only when it is not commercially
practicable to rate and obtain the items
separately.
★ ★ *
Procedure for importing coffee
contracted for prior to July 2
The WPB and the Board of Economic
Warfare June 20 issued an explanation
of the procedure to be followed under
General Imports Order M-63 for import
ing coffee already contracted for or
which may be contracted for prior to
July 2, 1942.
Order M-63 in general prohibits the
importation of coSee without prior
authorization by the Director of Industry
Operations of the WPB. The procedure
to be followed by an applicant seeking
such authorization is as follows:
He should file with the War Production
Board, Washington, D. C. (Ret. M-63) in
dupHcate. an application for authorization
on Form PD-222-C, attaching to such appli
cation a letter in duplicate certifying that
the application covers a contract existing
on the effective date of the Inclusion of
coffee under the order (July 2) and giving
details concerning the contract (including
date, original quantity, quantity Etlll unde
livered, price, and whether coffee is afloat or
for prompt shipment or. If lor future aHlp-
ment, the month of scheduled shipment or
availability at port.)
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Adjusted steel order permits
metal for keys, tags, other uses
Three changes in the steel conservation
order, M-126, were made June 26 by the
Director of Industry Operations.
The first permits the use of iron and
steel for maintenance and repair of coffee
roasting machinery. This requires only
a small amount of metal and was not
permitted by the original order.
"Manicure implements" are eliminated
from List A of M-126 as their manufac
ture now is covered in detail by Order
L-140.
The original order prohibited the use
of iron and steel in the manufacture of
Identification, key, name and price tags.
The June 26 amendment (No. 2) permits
the manufacture of tags or badges for
these uses: To identify workers In gov
ernmental agencies: to identify workers
in Industrial plants: metal tags requii-ed
by Federal or State law for livestock or
poultry: and pin or wire attached tickets
for price marking of soft goods.
* ★ ★
Higher priority to enable
canners to increase 1942 pack '
Fruit and vegetable packers are as-
Signed higher preference ratings for ma
terial and machinery under Amendment
No. 1 to Preference Rating Order P-115.
issued June 23 by the Director of Industry
Operations.
The amendment will aid approximately
3.000 canneries to pack the 1942 fruit and
vegetable pack, which is expected to be
approximately 15 perce?.it larger than
that in 1941.
The rating for materials for repairs,
maintenance and operation is raised
from A-3 In the original order to A-l-j.
★ * ★
Civilian apricot pack cut
another 10 percent
In order to make apricots available
for Lend-Lease purposes without allo
cating additional tinplate, an additional
10 percent reduction in the civilian apri
cot pack was ordered by the Director of
Industry Operations June 22,
This is accomplished by Amendment
No. 3 to Conservation Order M-81, re
ducing the permitted civilian pack for




The Douglas Aircraft Corporation, of
Santa Monica, Calif., reported to War
Pi-oduction Drive Headquarters that it
had offered prizes for the best names for
planes it is building for the Army.
Among the names suggested for bombers
were: Scorpion, Dingo, Diablo, Banshee.
Guardsman, Bolo, Dragon, and Domina-
tor. Prize winners will get additional
prizes if the Army adopts their names.
★ ★ ★
Restrictions on copper
and brass ironed out
Restrictions governing the use of cop
per and brass in certain civilian products
were revised by an amendment to Con
servation Order r/[-9-c announced June
20 by the Director of Industry Opera
tions.
Permission is granted to attach and
use zippers, snappers, fasteners and
other copper and brass clothing findings,
though none may be manufactured.
Other effects of the amendment are:
1. W^atches and clocks may be assembled
from parts completed prior to June 16, 1942
Into cases not containing brass or copper,
2. The prohibition on use of copper and
brass In manufacture of bells is lifted, under
certain ciicumstances, to permit such use
for conducting electricity.
3. The prohibition on use of copper or
brass in radio manufacture is lllt«d to per
mit manufacture of replacement vacuum
tubes and various special types of radio ap
paratus under certain circumstances,
★ ★ ★
800 new gas wells
in three States authorized
Thi'eatened curtailment of war pro
duction and essential civilian activities
in Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma be
cause of lack of sufficient natural gas
has been averted through modification
of existing conservation laws, announced
June 20 by the Director of Industry Op
eration. Approximately 800 new wells
will be allowed.
Supplementary Order M-68-2. issued
by the Division, provides that in Mis
souri and in certain areas of Kansas and
Oklahoma, the size of the unit required
before drilling, completing, or providing
additions to any well can be carried out
will be sharply reduced from the original
minimum of 640 acres. Necessary ma
terial for such work may now be ob
tained if the unit Is 40 acres or more.
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New version of laundry,
cleaning equipment order issued
A reissue of General Limitation Order
L-91, as amended to June 22, was an
nounced June 23 by the Director of In
dustry Operations. This is the order
which controls the production and dis
tribution of laundry and dry cleaning
equipment and tailors' pressing ma
chinery.
Further changes made
The new version embodies the terms of
previous amendments and itself makes cer
tain further changes. Principal among these
are the requirements that distributors, as
well as manufacturers, must file monthly
reports of orders, production, and shipments
on Form PI>-419, and the addition to the
list of deliveries authorl!&ed by paragraph
(b) (I) of shipments to fill orders for bag-
loading or other ordnance plants where the
hazard is such that the machinery has been
specified as necessary by the Army or Navy.
Another change adds vessels constructed
for the U- S. Navy to the list of those entitled
to receive the equipment controlled by L-91.
Attached to the amended order Is List A,
naming the types of machinery covered by
the order.
★ ★ ★
War rejects of olive drab wool
waste may be used for civilians
Olive drab wool waste remnants, ends,
seconds or rejects more than IVe yards
long may be sold or used for civilian
garments if the Army or Navy, having
been offered them, rejects them. This
Is provided for in Amendment No. 2 to
General Preference Order M-87 issued
June 22. The same applies to blankets
made from remnants, ends, seconds or
rejects of any length.
The amendment also changes the word
"wool" to "wool fiber" to make clear that
the wool referred to in the order means




More of the better dyes will become
available for civilian use during the
third quarter of 1942 as a result of an
amendment to Conservation Order M-103
issued June 26. The amendment pro-
vides civilian quotas for anthraquinone
dyes for July 1 to September 30 at the
rate of 70 percent of their use in 1941.
The current quarter's quota is at the
rate of 50 percent of ]a.'it year's use.
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Curb lifted on coal and
coke inventories
Chemical producers are permitted to
build up inventories of coal and coke by
Amendment No. 2 to Preference Rating
Order P-89. issued June 24 by the Direc
tor of Industry Operations. The action
was taken as part of a Nation-wide drive
to encourage the accumulation of fuel
stocks in anticipation of shortages ex
pected to be caused next winter by war
demands on transportation facilities.
Amendment No. 2 also makes the or
der. and all amendments to the order,
effective until revoked.
Order P-Sfl assigns preference ratings to
chemical producers for repair, operating, and
maintenance supplies. Amendment No. 2
removes the restrictions on inventories of
coal and coke In conformity with General
Inventory Order M-97. which permits any
person to deliver or accept any amotmt ol
coal or coke, even though such delivery may
be in conflict with other WPB orders, in
cluding General Priority Regulation No. 1.
★ ★ ★
AH large stocks of canned
beef set aside for armed forces
All large stocks of Imported canned
beef in the United States were frozen
June 22 and made available to the armed
forces.
Under order M-172 all stocks held by
any person in excess of 5,000 pounds in
any one place, in contiguous places, or
in transit in the United States are re
quired to be set aside for 90 days under
allocation to the armed forces.
In addition, all stocks of canned beef
in transit from abroad also must be set
aside for the Government upon arrival
at U. S. Ports, unless imported by a Gov
ernment agency or under General Im
ports Order M-63. Beginning July 2.
1942, all imports of canned beef will be
licensed under M-63. It is likely that
such licenses will be limited to importa
tions for the armed forces.
Any person having a stock to be set
a.$lde must file a report with WPB on
Form PD-555 by July 22.
★ * *
DENTAL BUR TYPES LIMITED
The War Production Board on June 25
ordered a reduction in types and sizes
of dental drills to increase production
of necessary types.
This action, which will reduce the
present number of types and sizes by
about 50 percent, is embodied In Sched
ule I to Limitation Order L-139.
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PRIORITY ACTIONS
Bubjcct
Ait conditioaioE macbinery and equipment:
(Icdusirial end commercial rcfrigers-
tioo):
a. ManuCacturers end distributors afford
ed some relief from provisions oi L-38.
Aircraft products (mnteriai calerlns* into
the production of):
a. Amended to permit su^Iiers vlio are
not required by terms of Reg. II tocomc
underPRP to extend tBtisgs for purpose
of filliug purcbB.<iC orders of producers
rated unaer P-109 and P-lOS-a, CTen
after Ibe orders bave expired.
b. Amended witb r-109-a...
Asbestos:
a. Cireiimstances under which amositc
asbestos may be used ere changed in
several respects.
Cannine fruits and vegetables:
a. Assigns higher preference rating to
fruit and vecetable packers.
Cellulose, (etbyi):
a. Ethyl cellulose placed under complete
sllocaiion. To conserve supply and
direct di.'^lribution.
Cadmium:
a. Eflecllvc June 24—permits delivery of
cadmium to distributors and to users
only upon specific autborization.
Chemicals (produclion ofmaintenaDCe, re
pair, ann operating fuppiies):
a. Cbeznical producers permuted tobuild
up inventiiries of coal and coke.
Copper (curtailing use of copper in certain
items);
a. Use of r.ippcrs, snappers, fasteners and
other copperand brassclothing findings
permitted but none may bo manufac
tured.
Elastic fabrics, knitted, woven or braided:
a. Limits use to essentinl health nriieics
end to military products.
Farm machinery and equipment and at-
lachments and repair prts therefor:
a. Permits manufacture of wooden bee
hives.
Honey:
a. Several million pounds of honey made
available to mAQufaeturcrs, but sliU
subject to quota restrictions.
Imported canned beef (carmcd foods):
a. All larpe s(orks of imported canned
b«ef froien and made available to
armed forces.
Iron and steel scrap-
a. Mandatory scgrcrniion of alloy steel
scrap ordered by WPB. Sets up clsr-
iflcDtlon of alloy steels.
Laundry equitiment, dry cleaning equip-
meni and latlurs' pressing machiaeryf
a. Reissue of L-Pl which embodies previ
ous amendments and itself.
Leather, sole:
a. Permits use of froren stocks of heavy
shoe sols leather, and purcha.«e of siim-
lar quality leather that dealer had on
haoa 00 May 22.1943.
Nickel:
a. Amended to conform to new alloy steel
« rap segregation order, M-24-c.
Petroleum (production, transportation, re
fining and marketing of):
a. Extends provisions of P-98 to the
Canadians.
b. Material conservation:
1. Allows for drilling of approximately
SOO new wells in ilissouri, Kansas,
and Oklahoma.
Power, steam and water auxiliary equip
ment:
a. Use of aitical materiiils in mfr. of water
meters sharply curtsiled.
Quinine, and other drugs extracted from
einchoua bark;
a. Revokes provisions which exempted
quinine or totoqulne stocks iif less than
M ounces from soles restrictions of the
order.
b. Pri'hlbits sale of any amount of ein-
ehonme, quintdlne or cinchonidioe for
other than anti-malarisl puriKises.
Railroad maintenance, repair and operating
supplies (materials entering into):
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Rubber and products and material of which
rubber is a component:
•. Prohibits importaUoa o( rubber and
rubber products including balala,
etcept by subsidiaries of the RFC.
SaDilary belts sod supports:
a. Use of elastic fabrics in the mfr. of saai
tuy belts and supports rcstrictod.
Suppliers inventory:
a. Exemption No. 5 releases from restric
tions of L-83 large group of Doacritical
building material.
Tio plate and tcrneplate:
a. Additional 10 perconc roductioa in
cirilian apricot pact ordered.
Tools:
a. Assigns higher preference rating to
Canadian purchasers of machine tools.
b. Interpretation regarding productiolis
and delivery of macbloe tools.
X.'tUities(maiatenance, repair andsupplies):
a. Assigns preference rating for utility
extensions to housing projects.
Order extended
Vanadium:
a. Melting and delivery of any amount
over 10pounds per month placed under
complete control.
Wool (O. D. clips, 0. D. wool rags and
O. D. wool wastes);
a. Provides for sale of garments which
Army and Navy rejcct.

























Prior. Reg. No. 11
Amend, l.
Prior. Reg. No. 11
Amend. 2.
Operators of metal mills partially excluded from use of the PRP. Metal mills
which do not buy more than $6,000 worth of metal iu a quarter for procesflng
Into formsnot included in the metal list ofPriorities Be^No. 11,and for main-
tenanceaud repair are not required to apply under the P^P, but may continue
to rccelve and extend ratings as they have iu the past.
Amended toclarify the interim procedureto be followed by companieswhich have
not yet received a PRP certincate; and also to redcQne the permissible use of





Continuous audit of a large segment of
American industry will be inaugurated
by the War Production Board on July 1,
when the compliance branch will com
mence successive surveys of the records
of manufacturers operating under the
Pi'oduction Requirements Plan.
Some 9.000 companies have elected to
take advantage of PRP since the estab
lishment last December of this over-all
method of extending priority assistance.
Beginning July 1, it is expected that this
number will be doubled as a consequence
of the mandatory provisions of Priorities
Regulation No. 11, which requires that
all manufacturing users of metals in
excess of $5,000 worfh per calendar
quarter file PRP applications not later
than June 30.
WPB's compliance bratich has enlisted
the aid of the field investigation staff of
the Wage and Hour Division of the De
partment of Labor in its program. Field
work will be directed by the eight regional
compliance chiefs, and accountants' re
ports of audits will be reviewed by
analysts on their staffs.
High rating assigned cloth (or
the American flag, and others
To encourage display of the American
flag, tlie WPB June 27 issued an order
(M-166) granting a preference rating
of A-2 to purchase orders by flag manu
facturers for certain cotton and rayon
fabrics to be used in the manufacture
of flags.
The preference rating assigned by the
order apphes not only to cloth for the
manufacture of American flags but also
to cloth for many others.
Hie following types of cotton fabrics
are made available by the order for flags:
1. Cotton, mercerized bunting manufac
tured according to Federal specifications:
2. cotton scrim, 40 inches wide, 32 by 32
construction, 2.70 yds. per pound; 3. cot
ton sheeting, 40 inches wide, 48 by 44
construction, 3.25 yds. per pound; 4. cot
ton print cloth, 38'/a inches wide, 64 by 60
construction, 5.35 yds. per pound.
Rayon fabric made available for flags
are: 1 Rayon taffeta, 39 inches wide,
110 by 60 construction, made with 150
denier viscose or cupprammonium bright
rayon yard; 2. rayon tafleta, 40 inches
wide, 120 by 68 construction, made with
120 denier acetate rayon yarn.
23
More wooden beehives allowed
under modified farm order
Beekeepers of the United States, called
upon by the Government to increase
honey production to assist in offsetting
shortages of sugar and beeswax, will
benefit by the terms of an amendment
to the farm machinery and equipment
order, announced June 22 by the Di
rector of Industry Operations.
Amendment 4 to Limitation Order
li-26 authorizes a substantial increase
in the output of wooden beehives. Pre
viously permitted production of all bee
keepers' supplies was 100 percent of 1940
output. This is now altered to allow
manufacture of 133 percent of the hives
produced during the base period, pro
vided those to be made are of wooden
construction. Production of metal hives
Is still subject to the terms of the original
order.
Another provision of the amendment
permits the production of belt-driven,
but not electric, irrigation turbine pxunps
of 1,200 gallons per minute capacity, and
larger, in sufficient quantities to fill or
ders rated A-3 or better. Previously,




lifted from L-63 curb
A large group of slow-moving, non-
critical building materials is specifically
released from the restrictions imposed by
Suppliers' Inventory Limitation Order
I/-63, under the terms of Exemption No.
5 to the order, issued June 23 by the
Division of Industry Operations.
Dealers holding stocks of the following
materials need no longer include them
in the records and reports called for by
L-63, although they remain subject to
the Inventory restrictions of Piiorlties
Regulation No. 1;
Portland and natural cement, lime, gyp
sum and gypsum products, bituminous roof
ing materials, coucrete pipe, cut stoue, sand
and gravel, crushed stone, clay products.
Insulation board, acoustical materials, min
eral woo!, paving materials, concrete prod
ucts, glass, lumber, wooden mill work.
* ★ ★
WPB asks fewer furniture fairs
The War Production Board on June
23 asked the fm'niture Industry to hold
only one Instead of four markets each
year to reduce unnecessary travel.
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Utility extensions to war housing units
get same preference ratings as projects
The WPB acted June 24 to expedite
the extension of utility services, such as
electricity, gas and water, to thousands
of war housing units throughout the
country.
Approval of applications decentralized
Under an amendment to P-46, utility
extensions to housing projects are as
signed the same preference ratings as
are assigned to the housing projects
themselves. Heretofore extensions to
housing projects were specifically ex
cluded from the automatic rating as
signed by P-46. In order to facilitate
the use of the preference rating, new
procedures have been developed under
which utility applications for housing ex
tensions will be reviewed in the field and
will be processed simultaneously with
the housing project application.
Strict standards for ase of materials
Materials needed for such extensions
will be made available as far as possible
from the inventories of the utility com
panies themselves. A catalog listing ex
cess stocks has been compiled by the
WPB power branch and has been sent
to all utilities. To make certain that
these materials will go as far as possible,
the power branch has prepared strict
standards for the use of scarce materials.
The new plan has been worked out by
the power branch of the WPB in collabo
Pulp and paper policies to be
explained at general meetings
The pulp and paper branch of the
WPB June 24 announced that two gen
eral meetings were to be held this week
to inform the industry of the policies and
the work of the branch.
One meeting was scheduled July 1, In
New York City, and the second on July 2,
at Chicago.
★ ★ ★
1,957 vehicles released in week
The automotive branch announced
June 22 that during the week ended
June 20, it released 1,957 trucks, truck
trailers and miscellaneous vehicles to
civilian users and holders of Government
exemption permits.
ration witli the Board's housing priori
ties branch and Federal housing agencies.
Utilities are being instructed in the new
procedure by an administrative letter
from the WPB power branch. Local of
fices of the FHA will be able to give full
details to private builders in 2 or 3 days.
Other changes in the June 24 amend
ment and extension to P-46 include:
1. Uttlities in Canada are brought under
the terms ol P-46. formalizing arrangementa
previously worked out by WPB with tlie De
partment ol Munitions and Supply in Ot
tawa.
2. Material required lor utility extensions
to all projects rated A-5 or better Is assigned
the same rating as Is assigned to the project
Itself.
3. An A-5 rating is assigned to material
required by utilities for protection against
air raids, provided such protection is directed
by au authorized Federal or State agency.
Order extended to September 30
4. After July 1, 1942, a preference rating of
A-l-c Is assigned to deliveries of material
required for repair of an actual breakdown
of existing utility facilities or required to
make reasonable advance provision for such
repair. The amount of material that may
be acquired under an A-l-c rating Is re
stricted.
5. Automatic approval of 2S0-foot exten
sions. formerly permitted, is changed to ap
ply only to projects if (1) the buildings af
fected are wired or piped and ready for service
by July 1,1942, or (2) in the-case of new con
struction, foundations are completed prior
to July 1. After July 1, no extension of any
length can be made without special WPB
approval,
6. The order, which was to have expired
June 30, 1842, has been extended to Septem
ber 30, 1942.
Motion picture producers tell
of plans to save critical items
Motion picture producers advised the
WPB at an industry advisory committee
meeting in Washington June 23 of meas
ures it is taking to save critical materials
In the production of motion pictures.
Conservation efforts have been di
rected chiefly toward reducing the
amount of film used by elimination of
waste and revision of certain technical
practices, and reducing the qufyitity of
materials used In the construction of
sets.
The same chemicals that go into the
production of films also go Into the man
ufacture of munitions. A WPB repre
sentative told the committee that the
situation in regard to some of the chem
icals used in films will become even
tighter than at present, calling for ut
most conservation on the part of pro
ducers.
Jane 30, 1942
Industry takes steps to push
production of heat exchangers
Steps were taken June 25 by the newly
organized heat exchanger industry ad
visory committee to seek facilities capable
of producing $200,000,000 worth of heat
exchangers needed in the war program
before July 1. 1943.
Critically needed
During 1941 the industry, 'comprising
53 companies, produced heat exchangers
valued at $60,000,000. It is estimated that
present facilities can produce only about
$80,000,000 worth in the required time,
leaving a deficit of approximately
$120,000,000.
Heat exchangers—condensers, coolers,
feed water heaters and other such equip
ment—are critically needed for the
manufacture of chemicals for explosives,
synthetic rubber, aviation gasoline and
other petroleum products and for land
and ship power plants.
William K. Frank was Government
presiding officer at the meeting. James
B. Forbes, on leave as district sales man
ager for heat exchangers of the American
Locomotive Co., of Chicago, has been
appointed chief of the recently organized
heat exchanger and equipment section of
the WPB.
★ ★ *
Production of heavy truck
trailers halted except for war
The WPB has ordered a halt to produc
tion, effective July 1, of commercial-type"
truck trailers for nonmilitary use.
After the end of this month, no man
ufacturer will be permitted to produce
any truck trailers having a load-carrying
capacity of 10,000 pounds or more, except
for the Army and Navy, certain desig
nated Government agencies, govern
ments of the United Nations and for
deliveries under the Lend-Lease Act.
Buses removed from L-1 series
The stop-production order covering
commercial-type truck trailers Is con
tained in Supplementary Limitation Or
der L-l-g, which also removes buses
from the terms of orders in the L-1
series. Buses are now covered by Gen
eral Limitation Order L-101, which is
administered by WPB's transportation
equipment branch. Order L-101 was Is
sued May 21, and the transfer of buses
from orders in the L-1 series is simply a
formality.
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Restrictions on paper and
ilmenite inventories lifted
Paper, paperboard, paper products,
waste paper, and ilmenite, which is a
source of titanium pigments, have been
removed from the inventory restrictions
of Priorities Regulation No. 1 and all
other WPB orders by amendments to
General Inventory Order M-161. issued
June 26 by the Director of Industry
Operations.
The action on paper and paper prod
ucts was taken to permit building up
inventories in anticipation of a trans
portation shortage next fall and winter.
Restrictions on ilmenite are unneces
sary because the National Lead Com
pany's new development at Tahawus,
New York, Is expected to produce all that
l5 needed in the United States.
★ * *
Curb in two petroleum orders
doesn't apply to Canadian firms
Two orders providing for conservation
of materials in the production and mar
keting of petroleum and petroleum prod
ucts were amended June 25 by the Direc
tor of Industry Operations to restrict
their application to the United States, its
territories and possessions.
This action was taken to make It clear
that the restrictions continued in orders
M-68 and M-68-C do not apply to Cana
dian oil companies to which priority as
sistance has been extended by a recent
amendment to Preference Rating Order
P-98. Application of the ratings by Ca
nadian companies will be subject to
Canadian government restrictions.
★ * ★
Monthly clove quotas raised
Monthly clove Quotas for food proc
essors. manufacturers of medicines and
clove packers June 25 were increased by
one-third, and for other manufacturers
and wholesale receivers they were
doubled.
The increases, which are the result of
larger supplies of cloves built up by
greater imports during recent months,
are granted by Amendment No. 1 to Sup
plementary Order M-127-a.
Under the amendment, the new quota
for any industrial receiver is 100 per
cent of the average monthly amount of
cloves he used in the corresponding quar
ter of 1941.
★ VICTORY ★ 25
New industry advisory committees
The Bureau of Industry Advisory Com
mittees, WPB, has announced the for




las Kirk, chief, containers branch.
Members:
R c Carlson. Emery-Carpenter Container
Co, Cincinnati. Ohio.; Henry Craemer, Car
penter Container Corporation. Brooklyn,
N Y • H A ^gerss. The Container Co.. Van
Wert'.' Ohio; John V!. Harris, Pacific Steel-
fiber Drums. Inc., Alhambra, CaW.; W. J.
Mahoney, The Master Package Corporation,
Owen. Wis.; T. B. Shultz, Fibre Drum Co.,
Kankakee. UK
FIN COIL & COOLER INDUSTRY
Government presiding officer—A. H.
Baer, air conditioning and commercial
refrigeration branch.
Members:
R C- Colman, vice president, McQuay, Inc.,
Minneapolis. Minn.; Morrlll Dunn, vice pres
ident McCord Radiator & Mfg. Co., Detroit,
Mich.; J. W. Hatch, president. Bush Manu
facturing Co., Hartford, Conn.; B. E. James,
York Ice Machinery Corporation. York. Pa.i
H T Jarvls, vice president and general man
ager. Refrigeration Engineering, Inc.. Loa
Angeles, Calif.; O. Z. Klopsch, general man
ager. Wolverine Tube Division, Calumet &
Hecla Consolidated Copper Co., Detroit,
Mich.; William L. Lynch, president, Rome-
Turney Radiator Co., Rome, N. Y.; Milnor
Noble, general manager, Aerofln Corporation,
Syracuse, N. Y.; PaiU H. Schoepflln, president,
Niagara Blower Co.. New York. N. Y.; O. E.
Sims general manager, Larkln Colls, Inc.,
Atlanta, Ga.; Reuben Trane, president. The
Trane Co. La Crosse, Wls.; E. R. Walker, gen




liam K. Prank, chief, resources protec
tion board.
Members:
W. C. Beekley, vice president, Whitloct
Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.; H. M.
Corrough, division manager. Alco Products
Division. American Locomotive Co.. New
York, N. Y.; G. H. Cox. assistant works man
ager.Westlnghouse Electric & Mfr. Co., South
Philadelphia, Pa.; J. A. Coy. president. J. A.
Coy Co., Tulsa. Okla.; Chas. Currier, vice
president, Ross Heater and Manufacturing
Division. American Radiator & Standard
Sanitary Co., Buffalo. N. Y.; E, L. Durrell,
manager refinery division. J. B. Beatrd Co.,
Shreveport, La.; C. H. Latrlal. vice president.
Southwestern Engineering Co., Los Angelea,
Calif.; Memn Sack, chief engineer. Henry




liam R. Tracy, chief, farm machinery
and equipment branch.
Members:
Ben H. Anderson. Ben H. Anderson Mfr.
Co Madison, Wls.: L. J. Brower. Brower Mfr.
Co.", Quincy, ni.; C. E. Butler, The Galloway
Co.. Inc., Waterloo, Iowa; J. B. Clay, Clay
Equipment Corporation. Cedar Falls. Iowa;
Zur W. Craine, Craine, Inc., Norwich, N. Y.;
A R. HUl. The Buckeye Incubator Co.,
Springfield, Ohio; R. 0. Hudson, H. D. Hud
son Mfr. Co., Chicago, IH.; H. B. Megran,
Starline, Inc., Harvard. III.; T. W. Merrltt,
Babson Bros, Co., Chicago, III.; S. H. Smith,
The Smith Incubator Corporation, Bucyrus,
Ohio; George C. Stoddard, DeLaval Separator
Co., New York. N. Y.; W. A. Zaloudek. Oakes
Mfr. Co.. Tlpton, Ind.
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS INDUSTRY
Government presiding officer—^Harold
C. Hopper, head of motion picture and
photographic section.
Members;
C. S. Ashcraft, president. Ashcraft Man
ufacturing Co.. Long Island City. N. Y.j
Edward C. Cahlll. general manager, R. C. A.
Manufacturing Co.. Camden, N. J.; G. L.
Carrlngton, vice president, Altec Service
Corporation. New York, N. Y.; WlUlam A.
Gedris, president. Ideal Seating Co.. Grand
Rapids. Mich.; Louis B. Goldberg, president,
Goldberg Brothers, Denver. Colo.; Walter E.
Green, director. General Theatres Equipment
Co., New York. N. Y.; E. W. Hulett, president,
E. W. Hulett Mfg. Co., Chicago, m.; Albert B.
Hurley, president. Hurley Screen Co.. Long
Island City. N. Y.; J. E. Robin, president,
J. E- Robin, Inc., New York. N. Y.; E. J. Vallen.
president, Vallen Inc., Akron. Ohio; E. Wag
ner. president, Wagner Sign Service. Chicago,
111.; E. A. Wllllford, sales manager, National
Carbon Co., New York, N. Y.
POWER CRANE AND SHOVEL INDUSTRY
Government presiding officer—Joseph
F. Ryan, chief of the construction ma
chinery branch.
C B Smythe, president, Thew Shovel Mfg.
Co., Loraln. Ohio: Carlton R. Dodge. North
west Engineering, 38 E. Jackson Blvd., Chi
cago, III.; Morgan Ramsay, president. Bay
City Shovels, Bay City, Mich.; Doc Shelton.
president, Marlon Steam Shovel, Marlon
Ohio- Ray Dorward, manager, Insiey Mfg.
Co.. BOl N. Olney Street. Indianapolis, Ind.;
John Jay. Quickway Truck Shovel. Denver,
Colo.; E. W- Botten, secretary and treasurer,
Oweii Bucket. Cleveland. Ohio.
ZINC PRODUCERS INDUSTRY
Government presiding officer—George
C. Helkes, chief of the zinc branch.
Kenneth C. Brownell, vice president,
American Smelting St Refining Co., 120
Broadway. New York, N. Y.; Frank E. Ches-
ney, purchasing agent, American Steel St
Wire Co., Rockefeller Building, Cleveland.
Ohio.; Irwin H. Cornell, vice president. St.
Joseph Lead Co., 250 Park Avenue. New York,
N. Y.; Robert E. Dwyer. Executive vice presi
dent. Anaconda Copper Mining Co., 25
Broadway. New York, N. Y.; Benno Elkan.
president. International Minerals & Metals
Corporation. 11 Broadway. New York. N. Y.;
Marshall L. Havey. vice president, The New
Jersey Zinc Co., 160 Front Street, New York,
N. Y.: C. H. Klaustermeyer, manager. Metals
& Ore Division, Grasselll Chemical Division,
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington.
Del.; J. M. Pomeroy. vice president. General
Smelting Co., Westmoreland & Richmond
Sts Philadelphia. Pa.; George W. Potter, vice
president. Eagle Picher Mining & Smelting
Co., Fifth & Pearl Streets. Joplln, Mo.; How
ard I Young, president. American Zinc Lead
& Smelting Co.. 818 Olive Street. St. Louis.
Mo • Bernard N. Zimmer. vice president,
American Metal Co., Ltd., 61 Broadway. New
York. N. Y.
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TRANSPORTATION
Motor tr£msport units would move troops,
civilians in emergency, under joint plan
The Office of Civilian Defense and the
OfBce of Defense Transportation are co
operating in a plan for the organization
of motor transport units in various parts
of the country to facilitate the movement
of troops and civilians in event of emer
gency, it was announced June 24.
24 trucks in a unit
ODT has sent letters to the large
transportation companies explaining the
purposes of the plan. Each letter was
accompanied by an application blank
and tables of organization for use of com
panies desiring to participate.
Each unit would consist of 24 trucks
or buses capable of transporting 40 pas
sengers each. Depending on local con
ditions, each unit also may Include a
five-passenger automobile, a service
truck, a tank truck, and a light pick-up
truck.
The letter sent out to the transporta
tion companies states:
The primary function of tbe motor trans
port units will be to serve the needs, If they
should arise, of the War Department for the
Voluntary plans for saving
milk trucks, tires cleared by
ODT and Justice
Several voluntary plans for the con
servation of milk trucks and tires have
been cleared by the ODT, and the De
partment of Justice.
Estimated mileage reductions in sev
eral of the plans went beyond the 25 per
cent required by General ODT No. 6,
which also prohibits special deliveries,
call backs, and more than one delivery a
day to the same person.
Cities or areas affected and the num
ber of dealers Involved In plans thus far
approved Include:
Washington, D. C.. six dealers; Indianapolis,
Ind.. 19 dealers: Luzerno, Lackawanna and
Susquehanna Counties. Pennsylvania, 88
dealers: Detroit, Mich., 15 dealers; Madison,
Wis., six dealers: Flint, Mich., nine dealers;
New York-New Jersey Metropolitan District,
97 dealers, and Niagara Frontier Milk Dls-
tiibutors. rspicEentlng 51 dealers In and
around Enffalo, New York.
movement of troops and of the Office of
Civilian Defense for evacuation or other
civilian protection purposes. The Office of
Defense Transportation, through Its local
offices, will exercise control over allotment or
assignment of such motor transport units.
To be paid for actual use
The plan Is based on an agreement
among the War Department, the Navy
Department, the ODT, and the OCD.
Motor transport units already organized
or in the process of being organized
under the auspices of military or other
authorities are expected to be incorpo
rated into the new program.
Companies Joining in the program
will be compensated by the Federal Gov
ernment to the extent their equipment
actually Is used In emergency transpor
tation. The companies themselves will
be expected to bear the cost of organiz
ing the units and training personnel.
A representative of the OCD will assist
the companies In perfecting organization
of the units. It also is expected that a
representative of each company will
have the opportunity to attend a train
ing course sponsored by the OCD.
"Frustrated" freight may be
moved from U. S. ports at once
under general order
Defense Transportation Director East
man, June 27 issued a general order
which makes It possible for ODT to re
move from United States ports any
freight cargo when necessary to assure
expeditious movement of troops and war
materials.
The order (General Order No. 12)
makes It possible to relieve certain ports
of cargoes on hand, or in storage, many
of which were destined for foreign ports
at about the time of enemy occupation
of those ports.
Issuance of the order does not Imply
that there exists any serious port con
gestion, ODT officials said. The fact re
mains, they added, that certain of this
so-called "frustrated" freight occupies
needed cars, ground, and warehouse space
while it awaits final disposition.
June 30, 1942
"KEEP 'EM ROLLING" DRIVE
UUNCHED BY ODT
With "Keep 'em Rolling" as the rally
ing call, the ODT has launched one of its
major campaigns—organization of a U. S.
Truck Conservation Corps designed to
assure the continued and uninterrupted
flow of the material of war and the ne
cessities of civilian life.
A booklet entitled, "America's Trucks-
Keep 'em Rolling," has been prepared by
the vehicle maintenance section of the
division of motor transport explaining in
detail the basic rules which should be
followed by every truck operator and
maintenance man during the emergency.
★ ★ ★
APPEAL BOARD NAMED
The OTD June 22 announced the ap
pointment of another local appeal board
to pass on appeals taken by persons who
have been refused permission by ODT
local allocation officers to purchase new
trucks.
The new board will serve District No.
7—Tennessee, Kentucky, and Missis
sippi—vsith headquarters at Nashville,
Tenn.
Personnel of three more local appeal
boards was announced June 24 by the
ODT.
Areas they will serve follow:
District No. 10.—Nebraska, Kansas,
Iowa, and Missouri; headquarters at
Kansas City, Mo.
District No. 13.—^Wyoming, Colorado,
and New Mexico; headquarters at Denver,
Colo.
District No. 16.—Southern California




Pour appointments to the staff of the
division of railway transport were an
nounced June 23 by ODT Director East
man.
C. T. Kenney, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was
made supervisor of rail terminals, at Seattle,
Wash.
William E. Curley, of Chicago, was named
supervisor of rail terminals at Chicago.
Shannon Kuhn, of Cleveland, Ohio, was
named locomotive assistant in the mechani
cal section to specialize In locomotive repair
problems.
Frank J. Swanson, of Oak Park. HI., was
named service representative In the mechani
cal section, and will visit car builders and
railway shops to aid in facilitating car build
ing and repair.
June 30. 1942
Labor policy committee set up
to help formulate price,
rent, rationing policies
Creation of a labor policy committee In
the OPA composed of representatives of
the AFL, the CIO. and the Railway Labor
Organizations was announced June 27 by
Administrator Henderson.
Composed of three members from each
of the labor groups, the committee will
work with Mr. Henderson and other OPA
officials in the formulation of price, rent,
and rationing policies of interest to labor.
The first meeting of the committee was
held on June 25, and was devoted to an
introductory discussion of OPA problems.
Committee members
Members of the committee include:
AFL—I- M. Ornburn. secretary-treasurer of
the Union Label Trades Department; Frank
P. Ftenton. director of organization; and Boris
Shlskin. economist.
CIO—Bieve. president of the Textile
Workers Union; Sherman Dalrymple. presi
dent of the United Rubber Workers; and
Joseph Curran, president of tlie National Mar
itime Union. All three CIO members are
vice presidents of the parent organization.
Railway Labor Organizations—T. O.
Cashen. chairman, Railway Labor Executives'
Association; J. O. Luhrsen. executive secre
tary. Railway Labor Executives' Association;
and Martin H. Miller, national legislative rep
resentative of the Brotherhood of Eallroad
Trainmen.
"We look forward to a relationship of
great importance to the OPA program."
Mr. Henderson said. "Organized labor
has a lot to contribute to the protection
of the consumer interests and living
standards during this period of decreas
ing consumer goodsproduction. It won't
be an easy job. I am glad to have this
opportunity to deal directly with or
ganized labor on all matters in which we
have a joint interest. I hope that as a
result of this relationship we shall not
only be able to protect workers' interests
as consumers but also to preserve and
extend the legitimate aspirations of trade
unionism."
The new committee will be assisted in
carrying on its work by the staff of the
recently establishedLabor otece in OPA
and by staff members of the three or
ganizations represented.
★ ★ ★
Separate order for toys coming
A maximum price regulation setting
the top prices at which all toys and games
may be sold will be Issued soon, Price
Administrator Henderson announced
June 26.
★ VICTORY ★ 27
RATIONING.
New gas plan opening shifted to July 22;
OCD enlists in drive to form car clubs
The Office of Price Administration last
week postponed until July 22 the dat«
for the inauguration of the permanent
gasoline rationing system on the Atlantic
Seaboard to give motorists an sidditional
week to form car-sharing clubs as the
Office of Civilian Defense offered its fa
cilities to bring automobile owners to
gether.
At the same time OPA shifted the
registration dates for obtaining basic
"A" books for motor cars, "D" books for
motorcycles and other special books to
July 9, 10. and 11 in the public schools.
Holders of the present "A," "B-1," "B-2."
and "B-3" cards were allotted an addi
tional ration of gasoline to get them
through to July 22.
Coupoo good for 4 gallons
Announcement of the regulations un
der which the permanent system will op
erate disclosed that each coupon in the
new books will be valued at 4 gallons each
but will be subject to change as the East-
ern oil supply ebbs and flows. Every au
tomobile owner is entitled to an "A" card
regardless of his driving needs. It car
ries 48 coupons or enough to allow 2,880
miles of driving annually on the basis of
16 miles to the gallon. Eighteen hun
dred miles of this is ear-marked for oc
cupational use and the remaining 1,080
miles for miscellaneous household use.
Extra rations for car-poolers
To obtain a supplementary "B" or "0"
book, the motorist must prove that his
driving needs are in excess of 1800miles
annually and that he is canning three or
more persons to work as a member of a
car-sharing club; or that he has tried
to form such a club and failed and that
there are no adequate means of public
transportation open to him. If he meets
these requirements, he will be given ad
ditional rations tailored to fit his exact
needs.
Local defense councils asked to help
James M. Landls, director of OCD.
tendered the service of the 3.000 local
defense councils in the rationed area in
the campaign to form car-shaving clubs.
Each council was asked to enlist service
clubs, civic organizations and patriotic
groups in matching up drivers with empty
space in their cars and war workers in
need of a ride. Business and factory
executives will be urged to persuade em
ployees living in the same neighborhood
to ride together. District centers will be
set up for the registration and organiza
tion of the clubs In every community.
War chiefs call for cooperation
To lend emphasis to his plan, Mr.
Landis made public an open letter from
Secretaries Stlmson. Knox and Ickes.
War Production Chief Nelson. Price Ad
ministrator Henderson and Transporta
tion Director Eastman calling on all
motorists to get behind the effort In order
to save gasoline and rubber.
"We ask you to give your fullest coop
eration to this car-sharing plan," the.
letter said. "It becomes one more direct
way in which you. every one of you, can
help to win this war."
★ * ★
Gasoline dealers may favor
certain classes of consumers
if supply unequal to demand
Dealers whose gasoline supply is not
sufficient to meet all consumer demands
may give preference to cars of defense
workers, trucks and ambulances under
provisions of an amendment No. 6 to the
emergency gasoline rationing regulations,
announced June 24 by the OPA.
As a condition for showing preference
to one or more of the classes of consumers
mentioned in the order, a dealer will be
required to post a notice of his Intention
to do so. The notice shall specify which
class or classes of consumers are to be
preferred. A copy of the notice must be
mailed to the State OPA office in the
State where the dealer's establishment
Is located.
The amendment, which revises a section ol
the regulations requiring that a dealer shall
not discriminate among consumers legally
entitled to gasoline, specifies that by "defense
worker" Is meant a worlcer (Including an
executive, technician or office worker) em
ployed at (1) naval, military or hospital
establishments; (2) public utilities plants,
including esUblishments operating public
transportation and communication systems;
(3) plants engaged in the production of ma
chines, munitlona and other materiaU used
in the war.
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AGRICULTURE...
Dried fruit buying progreun for West Coast
expected to encourage maximum output
Unformation iurnished through Office of Agricullural War Relations.
U. S. Department of Agriculture)
Farmlaborproblem will bemore
diflicult next year than this,
Wickard warns
The problem of farm labor will be more
difficult next year than this, although
hardships have been faced in some areas
this year. Secretary of Agriculture Claude
R. Wickard warned in a radio broadcast
June 19 on the National Farm and Home
Hour.
"By then, farm machinery may be even
more difBcult to get than it Is now and
we will need more manpower to keep
farm production high," he said. "At the
same time the Army will need more men,
and so will war factories. Then, well
have to make good use of every lesson
we learn this year."
Pointing out that labor problems are
different in different areas, Mr. Wickard
expressed the belief that, despite difficul
ties at some points, "most farmers can get
by this year. In many sections plenty of
help still is available. Average figures
for the whole country show that there is
enough farm labor to go around."
If insufficient first-class farm hands
are to be found, the Secretary advised
turning to other sources of help, such as
farmers who have small farms and can
spare some extra time, farm-bred boys
who work in country towns and can give
some time, older men who haven't been
active lately but can still get a lot of
jobs done, farm women ancj girls, high-
school and college boys, white collar
workers willing to assist in farm work on
their vacations, and women in land army
organizations.
The Secretary also suggested higher
wages might be necessary in areas where
they remain low both as a means of get
ting more farm workers and to make for
a sounder agriculture in the long run.
★ ★ Ik-
Ice dealers get relief
Steps to permit price adjustment-s to
retail sellers of ice in certain areas—
where a dealer is the sole practical source
of ice and where continued operations at
unprofitable ceiling figures would result
in a cutting ofl of supplies—were pro
vided June 26 by Price Administrator
Leon Henderson in Amendment No. 2 to
Maximum Price Regulation No. 154 (Ice).
The new amendment was effective June
30.
The Department of Agriculture has
announced the prices to be paid West
Coast growers of dried peaches, apricots,
pears, and apples in connection with the
Department's program to encourage an
adequate pack of dried fruits to meet
the increasing demands of the armed
forces, Lend-Lease shipments, and civil
ian consumers.
AMA purchasesto supportprices
The Department's dried fvuit purchase
program for the West Coast, announced
June 9, provides that announced grower
prices will be supported through pur
chases by the Agricultural Marketing
Administration, and that processors
would be requested to reserve a part of
their 1942 pack for Government purchase.
Grower prices to be paid by the AMA
for the four natural condition dried
fruits will average, roughly, per ton:
Peaches, $280, apricots, $340, pears, $220:
and apples, $260. Rough average prices
for the two other major dried fruits pro
duced on the West Coast, announced ear
lier, are raisins, $105 per ton, and prunes,
$135.
Processors will probably be requested
to reserve the following percentages of
their 1942 pack of each dried fruit for
Government purchase: Apples and pears,
70 to 75 percent; peaches, 45 to 50 per
cent; apricots, 50 to 55 percent; and rai
sins and prunes, 40 to 45 percent. Defi
nite percentages will be announced later.
With a capacity production of dried
fruits needed this coming year, these
grower prices are expected to encourage
maximum output of the dried fruits, and
also Insure a proper relationship between
the prices received by growers and proc
essors. Purchases from processors will
be made at prices in line with those re
ceived by growers plus a reasonable mar
gin for handling, processing, packing and
shipping.
Over $154,404,000 in farm Sugar studies todetermine
products bought in May possible ration increase
Farm products costing more than
$154,404,000 were bought In May by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture under
the general buying program for I^nd-
Lease and other needs, the Department
reports.
For Lead-Lease,other needs
While this was less than AprU's high
mark of $193,893,000, it was the second
highest for any month since the program
started March 15,1941. The decline was
attributed largely to seasonal factors.
Total value of all farm products
bought for Lend-Lease shipment and
other distribution needs for the 14ya-
month period ending May 30 approxi
mated $1,225,660,315.
During May. meat again led the list
of commodities bought, although the vol-
tmie dropped from previous totals. Par
ticularly heavy purchases were made of
canned and cured pork, frozen pork loins,
Jard, dried eggs, dry skim milk, cheese,
dry beans, cornstarch, processed straw
berries, and salad oil.
Further studies of the sugar situation
to determine whether prospects for our
future supplies will now make possible a
moderate Increase in the sugar ration,
are being made by the OPA.
While final decision on any increase
will depend principally upon prospects
for shipments of sugar from Puerto Rico
and Cuba during the coming 6 months,
the decision will also be infiuenced by
additional information which Is now be
coming available on actual distribution
under rationing.
OPA officials stated flatly that the
stocks of sugar now on hand in the
United States, even though somewhat
greater than they had been able to count
on, do not themselves justify any increase
in the ration. They declared that the
Invisible supply in the hands of consum
ers and others today is 50 percent less
than a year ago; that stocks held by
primary distributors are 20 percent be
low last year's, and that the total sugar
stocks on hand in the country are one-
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Solvents can be reclaimed 50 percent
for further use, says salvage chief
Millions of gallons of valuable chemi
cal solvents and oils which are now
being discarded can be reclaimed for
further production purposes, It was said
June 23 by S. Donald Perltnan, salvage
director for the chemical and textile in
dustries of the industrial salvage section
of the Bureau of Industrial Conserva
tion.
"Contacts and conferences with busi
ness fii'ins engaged in the reclamation
and recovery of commercial solvents,"
said Mr. Perlman, "indicate that they
have facilities available for increasing by
50 to 75 percent the amount of solvent
reclamation now going on in the coun
try. Salvage of dirty, contaminated
solvents so that they can be used again
in Industrial processes and channelled
into war production is a problem to
which evei-y commercial user of solvents
and oils should pay attention. We can
not afford to waste precious chemical
resources."
29
War workers may become
eligible for Grade 11
tires by new plan
An amendment to the tire rationing
regulations that makes war workers
eligible for third, fourth, and flfth line
new tires under restrictive conditions
and simultaneously provides a system de
signed to make each tire deliver the ut
most in essential transportation was an




Amendment No. 16 to the Revised Tire
Rationing Regulations sets up a pro
cedure under which an employee of an
establishment essential to the war eSort
and employing more than 100 workers
must present to his local War Price and
Rationing Board a statement from a
committee set up in his own plant, show
ing that he needs tires and has agreed
to make maximum use of them in carry
ing other employees to and from work.
The amendment also provides that a
war worker whose eligibility is thus estab
lished may be granted a certificate to
buy a new Grade H tire—third, fourth,
and fifth lines fall withi*!! this classifica
tion—when the casings on his car are un
fit for recapping. War workers hereto
fore have been eligible only for recapped
casings or recapping services.
Effective July 15
To give all establishments affected by
the plan time to set up the certifying
committees and make arrangements for
the requisite maximum use of cars, the
amendment will not be put into effect
until July 15.
The committee set up in a war produc
tion establishment will be required to cer
tify to the local board that an applicant
for a tire purchase certificate:
1. Is not a temporary or transient worker;
2. Has no other practicable means of trans
portation available to him; or that, using
another means, be would have to spend more
than one hour in getting to work or re
turning to hla residence;
3. Resides at least two miles from bis place
of employment: and
4. Regularly carries with him at least three
other workers of the establishment, none
of whom lives less than two miles from his
work. II the vehicle is of less than four-
passenger capacity, tbe committee is required
only to certify that it is used to capacity.
Moreover, the committee may certify a vehicle
whose driver is unable to gel a full load
because his residence is remote from that of
others who might ride with him, or their
working shifts do not coincide.
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Selective Service boards to segregate
registrants into broad induction groups
Emphasizing that "the national in
terest requires that all calls to meet the
manpower requirements of the armed
forces be filled on schedule," National
Headquarters, Selective Service System.
June 25 advised its agencies that insofar
as is practical in meeting these calls
local boards would segregate registrants
into four broad categories from which
men may be called for service.
New policyset-up
The announcement by National Head
quarters. made coincident with the sign
ing by the President of the bill recently
adopted by Congress which provides
family allowances for dependents of en
listed men in the armed forces, sets up
a new policy under which registrants
will be selected for induction from cate
gories in the following order:
Category 1. Registrants otherwise quali
fied for military service who have no bona
flde financial dependents.
Category 2. Registrants otherwise quali
fied for military service who have financial
dependents other than wives or children
mentioned In categories 8 or 4.
Category 3. Registrants otherwise qualified
for military service who have wives with
whom they are maintaining a hona fide fern-
liy relationship In their homes arid who
were married prior to December 8, 1941, and
at a time when Induction was not imminent.
Category 4. Registrants otherwise qualified
for military service who have wives and
children, or children alone, with whom they
maintain a bona fide family relationship in
their homes who were married prior to De
cember 8,1941, and at a time when induction
was not Imminent.
While setting up the four broad cate
gories. National Headquarters made it
emphatic that they do not provide for
the permanent deferment of men with
dependents but rather provide the order
In which registrants with dependents
will be inducted.
Local boards will continue to review
the facts in the case of each Individual,
National "Headquarters said, adding that
in the selection of registrants for induc
tion from any of the four categories the
"full facts in each Individual case shall
be considered, and the local board, sub
ject to the usual appeals, must judge
whether or not there are sufficient un
usual circumstances to justify a depar
ture from the general rule of priority of
induction."
That wrist motion won't be so importcuit
in cooking from now on, WPB remarks
The can opener will no longer be the
most important utensil in American
kitchens if the suggestions made by the
Bureau of Industrial Conservation to
save tin now used in cans are carried out
on a Nation-wide scale. War produc
tion demands upon this critical metal
already exceed prospective supply.
Tin cans will not be entirely eliminated
from the household scene, but there will
be fewer of them, and they will be of
larger, metal-saving sizes. Tin plate
mxist be conserved for packing large
quantities of fresh fruits and vegetables
to be consumed by the fighting men of
America's Army and Navy.
SubstitutecontaiDers urged
Pood packers and processors and the
manufacturers of containers in which
food usually comes to the pantry shelf
are being asked by the bureau to elimi
nate metai containers, especially tin
cans. Paper, cardboard, corrugated pa
per containers, wooden boxes, pails, bar
rels and glass containers should be more
generally used for holding and shipping
foods. Certain products requiring metal
containers but not necessarily tin sur
facing to keep them from deteriorating,
will be packed in untlnned black plate
cans. No health hazards will result from
these conservation practices and there
will be plenty of food to go around.
The bureau points out that the house
wife will help conserve the Nation's sup
ply of tin by following these suggestions:
1. Order and eat perishable fruita and
vegetables in season.
2. Make use of your ceUar for storing foods
that can be preserved In a dry, cool place
for considerable periods of time. Take a
leaf out of grandmother's book and lay in a
supply of apples, potatoes, pumpkin, squash,
carrots, beets, cabbage, cauliflower, onions,
pears, ripe peas, and beans.
3. Do your own home packing, making use
of glass jars, Almost any food that comes in
a tin can may also be packed by the hoxisewlfe
In a glass jar. An adequate supply of rubber
sealing rings is assured for this purpose.
4- Use sun-cured, dried and dehydrated
foods. Excellent dishes can be prepared with
dried apples, peaches, apricots, prunes, pep
pers, pees, and beans.
5. Plan to put up, store, and buy foods that
can be successfully preserved In earthen
crocks, wooden pails, and large glass jars.
Such items are pickles, sauerkraut, olives,




The office of Leo T. Crowley, Alien
Property Custodian, has seized an addi
tional group of more than 760 enemy-
owned patents and copyrights, among
them about 200 patents of I. G. Parben-
Industrie not previously vested. Included
were patents owned by Japanese, Italians,
and Hungarians.
The patents cover an automatic drill
and riveter for use in aircraft construc
tion, a conveyor already widely used In
American coal mines, certain processes
in oil refining, and chemicals, including
adrenalin compound and chlorinated
rubber.
Vesting orders covered the seizure of
control of the J. M. Lehmann Co.. manu
facturers of machinery used in the ink
and paint industries. The seizure elimi
nated all barriers to immediate conversion
of the company's plant to war production.
Also seized was the interest of German
nationals In the estate of Anna M. von
Zedlitz, who organized a personal hold
ing company to control about $2,500,000
of improved New York City real estate.
A new order by the Alien Property Cus
todian requires all persons claiming any
Interest in patents or patent applications
now or formerly owned by nationals of
designated foreign countries to report
their interest, including any license agree
ment or claims of ownership, on Form
APC-2 by August 15, 1942.
★ * ★
WELL-KNOWN ARTISTS
WILL DRAW FOR YOUR
PAPER OR MAGAZINE
VlCTOPvY PRESENTS, on facing
page, a seventh group of 4 drawings
by well-known American artists who
have volunteered their talents to help
emphasize, in their own mediUin,
matters vital to winning the war.
Victory will print four drawings by
these and other artists each week.
Permission to reprint Is hereby
granted. Mats in two-column size
(larger than appears here) are avail
able weekly. Requests to be put on
the mailing list regularly, or for in
dividual mats should be addressed to
Distribution Section, Office of War
Information. Washington. D. C.
(In individual orders for the four
drawings displayed this week, please
refer to the serial numbers printed
on the drawings.)
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"Not only a firebug, Sergeant—he uses GASOLINE."
—Ifratontot Olvisionof InformaHon,O. B. M.
ACH
. . Let me mink . . Acme sloh me from- n...
Excclsior . . , Thunder BiTdslole me frojn Acme, '̂
. . . Ye gods! I don't laork here any more!"
—Drau n for Dioision of Intormation. 0. E-
"Before I sell you this, I want to know if you ar$ in
this for patriotism or because you're getting rich at it."
v^]9-e/2f —Drawn for Diriaien o{InformaHon, O. E. M.
liUSBER
"You'll have to come to it sooner or later, Melvin."
V-4l-6/if —Drawn for Dii/iiion of Information, 0. B. A/.
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U. S. speeds rubber-tapping equipment effort indices
for other American republics
Nonagrlcultural workers, April 40.773,000
United States Government agencies in build the rubber industry in those Percent increase since June mo- "u
collaboration with the otlier Americas countries. ^rm employment, June l. 1042.. 11.917.000
. Percent Increase since June 1940-are planning for one of the biggest equip- The United States is giving financial
ment tasks of the war—the outfitting of and technical aid to rubber production finance 'oMo'Iot")
thousands of rubber tappers to collect in the other Americas. Agreements for Authca-ised program June 1940-
wild rubber in the forests of South and purchase of rubber export surpluses al- "Is
Central America, according to informa- ready have been madewitli Brazil, Peru, Ordnance 35,220
tion received from the office of the Co- and Nicaragua. Negotiations have been Misceiiansous munitions 2i'.28i
ordinator of Inter-American Affaii-s. under way with other rubber-producing NlvaSps!!?""!!:::::::::" \5.tH
Excerpts follow; countries of the hemisphere. Posts, depots, etc is! 220
OfBclals studying rubber equipment The United States has agreed to con- FaTSs&V't^vi-fOT^^^
needs, for Instance, estimate 100,000,000 tribute $5,000,000 toward rubber devel- forces— 6,150
tapping cups may be required. In addi- i loc nAn * « Stockpile, food exports 4.86I
tion, thousands of machetes will be re- and $1,125 000 to Peru. SSneVuV III'.
quired, also knives, shotguns, stoves. S™'l" fi"«°cial aid, it is indicated, may Miscellaneous ^
spouts, wringers, files to sharpen tools ® coming for other American re- expenditures, June 1940-June
and other paranhernalia. publics joining in this vast rubber pro- 15, i942... .32,762
Dr. Earl N. Bressman, director of the ^ram. Aside from direct aid. additional ®^SmuiSve®S%4i-June
Agricultural Division of the Office of millions of dollars are to go into health 1942 J 6,357
Inter-American Affairs, recently told a sanitation projects to protect work- June 1-15. 1942 334
United States Senate Committee that a ers engaged in production of rubber and plant expansion (iniiiniions
preliminary equipment order from Bra- other strategic materials. Junea^o tolotestreiwrting dale ofdoUara)
zil Included 5,000 tapping cups, 5,000 ma- commitments for war plant ex-
chetes, 10,000 files, 5,000 shotguns, 250,000 * * * J"/ '''
T..X .. 1 ^ . X , Private commitments for war plantshotgun shells and3,000,000 atebrine tab- INflPPPNnPNrr HAV expansion; 8.227 projects, May 31.. 2,738
lets for combating malaria. This order inUcrCrWUCtiLL UAI
indicates thescope ofthe equipment task. Tv.of,,)i • 4- * -it. cost'of I'lviNcT^'Percent
c _ i-w » The followmg statement concerning the of i-iviNti . increattSome 40,000 rubber tappers are esti- t,,,„ * t_ Manufacturing industries— from
mated to be at work now in the Amazon 27 by April:
offl I K f ♦ WPB Chairman Nelson (quoted in part) : A^"age weekly earn- WWbasin. Officials hope to get another ings $36.63 42.0
20,000 equipped this yeai-. ... on Independence Day this Average hours worked
United States authorities hope to ar- year we can pay proper honor to Averagrh^urTy'̂ mFiii: ei.'se 21.1
range for production in Brazil and other freedom only by working in the cost of living, (1935-39=
rubber-producing countries of much of defense of that freedom. Our sol-
the needed equipment. This will help dlers on the battlefields of the world Jime 2^942 I lit'9 153
relieve already overwhelming demand celebrate no holidays. We at home .preUm.^nciuVeV'Vev'mons 'm former
upon United States manufacturing in- dare not have a July 4 holiday in months.
dustry, and at the same time, would help war production. .
_ ^ Adjusted iOT Beasonal variations.
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